The
AMONG THE FARMERS.

JoNKS,

c.

Smith & Machinist,

MAINE.
M.ITH PARIS,
Manufacturer of general machinery, steam en
work,
mill
«pool
-,
machinery anil tools
t»,

t screw*.

»<.

tape, dies an<t drills made

tm:

Sewtag, mowlug ami threshing ma
r,
res, pumptof all kinds, presses, gun», pis
i.nlvea, trap», etc., neatlv ami promptly re
Steam ami water vtplng ilone to order
1.
( .i.rv
t'.red.

I.UKKT I». PARK,

»

Licensed

Auctioneer,

MAINK.

SOUTH PARIS,

U-rrns Moderate.

jylSBBI

Attorneys ami Counsellors

Law,

at

MAIN E.
Κ l'M FORD FALLS,
V >|d !*l Collection Department.
Ralph T. i'arku
ι,.· >rne I». Blsliee.

BUCK,

L.

1

Surgeon Dentist,
M

MAIN K.

il'Ttl PA US,
i.e!»t work warranted.

·,·

\

M.D.,

ultATIO WOODBURY. A. M..

1!

Physician & Surgeon,
MAIN*.

>OUTH PARI»,
<.·

and

ld.^

Attorney at Law,
MAINS

NORWAY,
III

u·!1·

Ci'

v.

Or

k

*|MC u.t)

AVION K. BtiOOKS,

Attorney at Law.
Notary Public.
maink.

paris,

>oirn

receive my promt personal
nances made day claim It
t:"ns

K.
Λ

reported

utters

11

paid.

attention.

promptly.

on

Κΐιί. P. JONK> Λ SON,

Κ

Dentists,

nurwav,

maink.

I·» Valu St.

JI

KURICK

PARK,

λ

Attorneys at Law,
ItKTHEL,

oli.N S.

οί

MAINK.
Kiler.T «. Park

:·.!·οη X. derrick.
I

HARLOW,

Attorney at Law,

MAINK

UlXriKLD,

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
GRANGE BLOCK,

Over Advertiser Office,

NOR λ AY.

CHARLES S. LEAIS
will

resume

teaching on the

ANO
GUITAR
MANDOLIN
ANDREWS Hol'SK, South Paris,

BANJO.
at

ΓΙ KSDAY of each week

commencing Keb. lMh

Permanent address, 36 James

St., Auburn.

WASTED.

1». COLE. Brvant's Hond.
U.CROCKKTT. Locke's Mills, Me.

11.
W

FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM.

..it··· 1 ..n the Kucklleld read, three miles from
Γ tri- village. The farm cout*ius 75 acres
I m· til age land is In a high state of cultivation.
Tin· pa-tures are good and there Is plenty of
»·
near the house,
l.arge and «mall frutt In
I'.arii 4<>s6·- and carriage house
λ -.n· lance.
ire new, an· finely Unlshed outside an'l lu.
The
Water In house »η·1 liaru.
ir
,.-t ΦΙμκι.
ries twenty hea>l of cattle and pair of
on rural delivery and cream routes.
'••r»es
Very plea-ant location.

•It

■

A RARE CHANCE FOR
I

<>r

particulars

S. M

•r

an 1

terms

WII.MO51
Kl M» near the

&

SOMEONE.

Ini|Ulre of

WHAT,

Ko.

Pari».

premises.

Tlie K;tll Term of Hebron Academy

Tuesday, Sep\ 9,1902.

The expenses of a term are oow as low
a> before the present splendid equipment
$50.00 to $53.00 will
was completed.
of twelve weeks.
pay all bills fur a term
By self hoarding, students are able to
reduce expenses to a rate within the
boy or girl.
means of any ambitious
Write the principal for catalogue or
further information.
W. E. SAKUEXT, 1'rin., Hebron, Me.

July, 190tt.

LOST.

Tueeday, July 8, somewhere between W.
H l.ov.-joy's tn Purl.» and Stearns Hill, an exWill the
Itnsloa vails* containing clothing
Uii'ler pltaae return t the Democrat office or to
W. H. LOVEJOY, South l'art».
»n

WANTED, A NURSE.
of

Λ

young

age,

health,

woman,

of

to

not

under 2~> years

pleasing address and good

train

as a

Came into th·· end

Jul} ISth,

nurse at

THE BEECHES,
Paris Hill, Me.

Owner

Wanted.
sure

of the subscrllwr,
Southdowu. The

i.ne rain apparently
owner cau have the -auie by
an t paving charges.

South Paris,

July l'.th, IMS.

proving property
S. M. KIM,.

GRASS FOR SALE.

Standing grass for sale at
J. PIEKCE,
luquire uf

Paris II il.

Ni». 4 I. Ο. Ο. F. Block, S<». Paris.

HOTIfE.
h<
The subscriber hereby (cives notice that
lia. lieen <luly appointed administrator of th*
estate of
WILLIAM C. W1ΤΙΙΛ M, late of Parts,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an·! given
boudi» as the law directs. All penonft having
ait
demand* against the estate of said deceased
desired to present the saine for settlement, and
mak.to
pay
are
thereto
requested
all ln<lebteil

Immediately.
WM. Ο. KROT-lNbHAM.
July 15th.

aient

ΡΚΟΒΛΤΕ SOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the Estât·

>·

hereinafter name·!
I» an>l
At a Prvlnto Court, held at Pari»,
ol
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
Lor·! one thousand
July, In the year of ourThe
following matter
nine hundred and two.
haxing been présenté·! for the action thereupon
h· re'nafter Indicate·'. It I» hereby orukkkd.
In
That notice thereof be given to all pur»ous
to It
tere.ted, by causing a copy of this order
Ox
the
in
successively
weeks
published three
at South
ii rl IVmoeiat. a newspaper published
«
Pari·.. In «aid ( ountv. that vhey may appear at
on the
Kails.
Proiiatc Court to l>e held at Ruruford
of thi
ti.ir t I'ues.iav of Aug., A. 1>. laui, at S
II
<
'4 In th·· forenoon, and lie heard thereon

they see cause.
ALoji/ο WoOD, late of Hebron, deceased ;
will and petition for i<rol>ate thereof precente·!
by Aunle K. Record, the executrix thtreln
named.

de
SARA'f J. RIPLEY. late of Buckfleld.
«'eu-cd, will and petltiou for probate there·!
p'eeeoted by John P. -wacey, the executoi

therein named.

LRSLIR « PORTER, late ο Rum fort. de·
ccuse.l; tlmt account presented for allowance by
John P. Swasey, administrator.
JOHN Γ». DKCO«TER ol Bucktleld. ward;
flr.t account presented for allowance by Jamei
E. Irish, guardian

TIloM vs κ DAY", late of Woolsack. de
cease I, fl -t account pre·» nted for allowance by
Henry A. Wing, a>lndnlstrator.

AltiûSTUS c. TI'BBS Of Hebron,
Anal a· count presented for adowauce by
C. Tubbs, guardian.

ward

Ueorgi

AI'bUSTl's G. 'Έ \RSoN, Ink.' of Rucklleld
(«.•eased; petition for or· 1er to dlmrlbute Ita'
htuds presented b\
ancp remaining In hiJames Y. Pearson, administrator.
JAMES Dt'NN, late of Oxford, deceased
petition for an allowance out of personal estât*
presented by Klora Duuu, widow.

▲ true

ADDISON E. HKRRICK,
Judge of Mid Coun.
copy—A west
ALBERT D. PARK, RegUter.

lux"rlo"J
^

«it.J

farm^

woo l.
•>pruce, fir, hemlock and poplar pulp
't Whm4Mcm«r»ajMiM railm
and
delivered
Ih
Wood to
-Uiti-'ii··.
i>ecled
Hie coming winter. Will pay the top price for
the -auie.

■

farmers

residence, 14 High Street.

i-.SMir.M,

Κ

GET READY FOR THE FAIRS.
The haying season will soon be over.
\fter the*midsummer holiday come the
"Si-KEl» THK now."
town, county and state fairs, and the
farmers should take an early and deep
CornMi>on<i· nee 011 practical agricultural tuple » interest in their success.
It is freIs· HolicltfU
A>lilreee all communications to
ouentlv asserted that the fairs are run
Un.'kM (or this department to UKSttr 1)
in the interest of sporting men and manAgricultural E>lltor Oxford I>cai
ocrat, l'art». Me.
aged by men in sympathy with those interests rather than in the interest of agriculture bv men in sympathy with its
WHAT FARMERS NEED MOST.
development and the prosperity of the
farmers. This may be true in some inTHK ON Κ CKKATKST Χ Κ Κ L> ΚΟΚ EACH IS i
stances, but it is because the farmers
<.<>ου, ΚΑΙΓΗΚΙ'Ι., l.OVIXO WIFE. BENE
have neglected to take a proper
in them. It is conceded by all intelligent
KIT OK A TKUK MAKKIAUE.
people that the main cause of belittling
the agricultural interests in fairs, colA farmer needs to be a man of judg
leges, societies and other places where
ment, a sound thinker, a teacher, a me agriculture should be at the front is the
chanic, a surgeon, a philosopher, etc., it extreme indifference of the farmers in
his management of the farm; but, abovt
regard to their interests in those instiall, his happiness and success as a farm tutions.
er, without contradiction,
depend or
If the standard of agriculture is raised
(iod's best gift to man, a good wife in
any state it will be a measure due to
Without her he is as one adrift on tht
the influence of organized effort and
sands of the sea; with her, their lives ol
co-operative action. The agricultural
devotion liuked toward one another, fair is one of the
potent agencies in this
working hand in hand for the better- direction. To be sure people
in. 8®n®™
ment of each other's interests, he will
attend the fairs to he entertained and
As says amused, but there are a certain number
surely win where others fail.
the expression, it takes all kinds of peothat study the agricultural exhibition
ple to make a world, so do we find all carefully. If only one hundred
kinds of faamers in the world, auil out of the ten thousand
people that atevery type of the farmer's wife. It is a tend a fair examine the horses, cattle,
fact beyond dispute that the good wife
sheep, swine, poultry and fruit products
is the poor farmer's capital. Likewise is
to a sufficient extent to get new
-he ihe rich farmer's security.
Every ■ind carry home reuewed interest and inyoung farmer should acquaint his newly creased enthusiasm in their business
married wife with his circumstances, lit the
holding of the exhibition has been
should inform her as to his purposes
justified, and "Λ'.ΗΚ) other people have
anil plans for the future, and every had a
good tiuie and helped to pay ie
undertaking which requires consider- hills The influence of the fair for better
ration.
stock and better products Upon one hunThe lazy, indoleut youth who would dred farmers will be au advantage in
rather put in the summer catching butterraising the standard of agriculture in
flies, spend his time in some shady nook the locality.
or
fishing loiteriug about the store and
It is not necessary for us to go into deblacksmith shop than help his parents, tails
very much in the matter of
to
manhood, often marries a good, ready to exhibit at the fairs
grows
Nearly
sensible girl, who sets him to thinking, everv farmer makes a specialty of
stirs him to ambition, aud he becomes a or two
products. It may be nicely
substantial farmer, and grows into a matched oxen,
superior dairy
man of influence in his community.
extra tine lambs, blooded swine, fiuit,
Some years ago I was well acquainted vegetables,
poultry, or he may take pridtwith a man and wife, both now dead. in his fields of
grass, grain or some of
Just before they were married lie borrow- the receutlv introduced forage crops.
ed *··"> to pay to the minister, lie receiv- I, will
requite «teat effort o,n,»ch
ed a horse, bridle and saddle from home:
expense to make au exhibit in the lint
his wife received a cow aud bedstead
his specialty, and if he does not w η
from her home. They started into farm- α
premium he will have
lu
a
to
undertook
ing.
year they
pay interest and enthusiasm and the knowl
for the place. Both were very saving,
edge gained will be of value to him. lie
and worked hard. They raised a family will come home
proud of his success or
of eight children with two dead.
H« determined to do better next time, either
soon paid f<>r that farm, and afterward of which will make him a better ftrmei
bought three others and a mill property, than if he had not exhibited.
lie was worth $00,000 when he died,
The fact is our New England fairs ar
which was a fine record.
They were composed of a limited number of exhibboth earnest in their endeavors to du itors
compared- with the number t ut
right, aud had a method for everything. ought to exhibit. The premiums art libHowever, I know it to be a fact that had eral the conveniences upon many lair
she not been true and loyal to his cause
grounds are ample and even
they would have had their noses close the management is geuerally fail ana
to the grindstone throughout life.
adhonorable and the exhibitions
Some may say he was a very good vertised. but the number that exhibit in
That is what I want to briny the live stock and farm product departmanager.
out; he was a good manager, but let me ment is
ridiculously small comparedwith
so
was she.
A farmer can have the number that
tell you
e «e
might
all the opportunities possible, all the not
saying that the exhibit at our faars
be
man
could
wish
a
for.
is
it
*u
qualifications
is not a good one, for we know
a
clear thinker and of profound judg- perior in all departments at many of oui
ment, a good farmer and financier; but fairs, but there should be an increase
if he marries a lazy go-as-you-please iu the number of exhibitors.
The
woman, his success is marred forever.
ers who have even better things than are
I know of hard working farmers simi- sometimes exhibited at the fairs fail to
lar to those above mentioned who start- realize the advantages to themselves and
ed on good farms, free frotu debt, stock- to their
neighbors from an exhi
ed, aud were given plenty of money by tion of their product. They are so intent
These men,
their successful fathers.
not
upon immediate returns that they do
brought up as hard working, saving peo- inureciate the advantages of action tliat
or
ple. got married and now rue the day
briag return in the
they met those women. Their wives, through a general uplifting of the a Πinstead of attending as they should tu cultural interests of their locality.
their various duties on the farm, were farmer's chances of success in ™akint
always ready for parties, to go visiting, the farm yield a proht are enchanced by
to drive miles away to the theatre, or the «'eneral
improvement of agricultural
at home to have a continual run of
around him. The improveon
obtainable
was
The
best
guests.
put
ment of stock and increased yield ;
the table, and seldom was anything
will
crops upon his neighbors' farms
warmed over or served a second time.
him in various ways, except in t
help
They hail to have all the latest fads in production of such crops as are sold .on >
shoes, hats and dresses; could keep a Γη the local market, and even ία these
regular seamstress in employment; seem- the demand always increases with the
ed to have use for from two to four serimprovement in quality and increase η
vants. but the hard working husband had supulv
Let us take a broad Mew oi
to be content with one. Hut it is not that this
matter, attend the fairs either asan
way'now, for if the mortgages were lifted exhioitor or as a student, or both, ami
they would be in debt for the very clothes expect to receive benefit in the emi from
they wear. It is a very poor show for the general advancement in agriculture
the farmer whose wife sells a lieu aud a which such action will cause
K
flock of chickens to raise money to go mote. If the farmers of New England
the circus.
will manifest more co-operative spirit
It does not require a long discussion
supporting those agencies and
to show that the good wife is everything nons established
primarily for the adto the farmer, aud is therefore his great- vancement of
agriculture, among which
A good wife are the
est need aud blessing.
agricultural fairs, there would be
She •i stronger
solves many a difficult problem.
agricultural sentiment estabhas a mind of her own.
Many times
and the return of the old-time
will she help her husband to see in a
agricultural activity in the rura towns
diffcieut light things that were a puzzle of New England would be greatly has
to him.
She will sympathize with him tened.
It will be well to encourage our
In his misfortune and
as no other can.
to do likewise and to retun
neighbors
loss she will cheer him to brace up and from the fair this year, not
*
marherself
at
She
pledges
try again.
we have better at home than we saw at
his
underin
all
a
be
ribto
riage
helpmeet
the fair, but bringing the premium
takings. to make the best of life with bon with us or knowing wherein our ex
him, rich or poor. So if hushand and liikit was inferior, and with the dettrniιwife are mutual partners, both their nation to try again next year.—Mirro
lives will be crowned with honor, success and Farmer.
and
uprightness.—W. C. McClintic,
Johnstown, 1'cnn.
A good many of us wonder why we
do not succeed on the farm. One reason
MAINE CORN.
why we do not may be seeu in the green
streak of grass leading away from the
Valuable manure is tossed
rUK SIGMFU-AXCK OK TUB BILL ΚΟΚ ITS barnyard.
out to lie against the side of the barn,
I'KOTKCTlOX.
it» rich qualities passim; off in the air
ami trickling down with every shower
An act was passed during the Con- or prolonged rain. Another reason is
gress which has just closed which was our lack of careful calculation about doof great importance to Maine farmers ing our work. We put into our labor
and corn packers, as well as to the state all the strength of which we are possessFor years the friends of ed.
as a whole.
We are busy from daylight till
the Maine corn industry have been striv- dark, but for lack of wise forethought—
ing to get a bill through Congress for that great leak—we still miss the mark
its protection against fraud, a bill which and are in the end beaten. Other leaks
should give the products of the Maine are allowing our buildings to go without
packers the reputation which their goods painting so long that twice as much oil
deservp.
and lead are needed to fill the wood as
A few years ago it became known that if we had doue the work when it should
parties in other states were using Maine have been done, allowing our fences to
labels on corn packed elsewhere and as fall into decay, keeping less stock than
the value of the Maine product is great- we should and selling off the hay year
er than that of any other section it was after
year, overstocking our pastures,
not only a fraud on the consumer who
living too much for ourselves, letting the
not
article
which
he
did
for
au
get,
paid
farm take on a slipshod and generally runbut also upon the Maine packers who down
appearance and never keeping up
had many hundreds of thousands of dol- with our work. Through these holes,
Packers small
lars invested in this industry.
though they may seem, go the
in New York, Illinois, Iowa and other
from our farms, and we end by
profits
a
corn
to
Maine
used
states, also
get up
declaring that farming does not pay and
label
the
same
ami
then
put
reputation
perhaps that life is a grand failure.
on their own and interior packs.
of
Maine
the
efforts
that
Finding
Getting home. All of us sometimes
packers to induce Congress to act were
we
unsuccessful, Mr. Henry Dennis of Port- go away for a day or two. When
land wrote to the Maine delegation iti get back, do the little folk come running
the "keen scoot" to meet us? Is the
Congress and by their persistent endeav- on
This good wife standing in the door to reor the Macomber bill was passed.
a warm
bill forbids false labeling as to the state ceive us back again? Is there
stawherein the goods are packed, and pro- welcome when the horses have been
our boots
vides for a tine not to exceed ?2,000 foi bled and fed and we pull off
life is
It is already causing a by the warm kitchen lire? Then
each offence.
no matter whether there be a
panic in the ranks of the frauds, and a success,
other
will, it is hoped, protect the honest prod- big bank account or not. The
day 1 saw a farmer who had been out in
uct of Maine industry.
thorand
become
storm
and
cold
The corn canning business has becomt the
When he went inwet through.
one of the most important industries in oughly
bed lay a suit of dry
the state, and means a great deal to the to the house on the
there by the thoughtful
Maine farmer. An increased acreage ol clothes, put
wife, ready for the change she knew
corn is planted every year, aud the sale ol
in order to avoid
the Maine product is ever equal to tht would be necessary
to
a
But the selling of inferioi taking cold. It was not great thing
demand.
yet it was one of the things which
goods under the braud of the Tine Tre< do and
more than millions of monstate is calculated to ruin the reputatior are worth
life in its best sense is the
of the genuine product and in time t< > ey. Home
to heaven.
seriously cripplo the industry.—Maint very gateway
Farmer.
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INDUSTRY
If the promotion of agricultural in
dustry, especially in the case of boyi
of 15 and upwards, could be eysteinati
with a >
cally pushed in conjunction
am 1
rigorous suppression of vagrancy
crime, the results would show not onlj
an immediate decrease of destitution,
but a marked reduction in crimes ο
violence, as well as in the expendi
and cor
tures on account of "charity
I do not know whether thi
rection."
ii 1
potato-patch idea has been studied ex
this light, but it is certain that the
more sue
peri ment so far has been far
cessful than its most enthusiastic sup
T. B., ii 1
porters had dreamed.—J.

Country Gentleman.

«"armer'' says: 'If
The "Practical
of the millionaires who are spending their money so lavishly on professional schools in other lines could but
in
see the eagerness of the young men
in agrimany states to get an education
culture, they would turn some of their
Who will
donations in that direction.
Who will be the first to see
direction.
aud supply this need?
This is true, but it has been found
diffcult to interest wealthy men in
donations to institutions supported by
These men say when sothe state.
licited: "If your college ia so hard up,
ask the legislature for more money,
don't come to me." And their gifta go
to schools wldch depend on endowments
for their support.
some
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Daltou entered Mrs. Murray's purchases In the daybook and then went
tack to bis desk and tbe letter.
lie drew It from the pigeonhole of

Imitation walnut and turned It slowly
from side to eide as if he were trying
to match the pale pray tint from his
scant ribbon stock. lie looked curiously at tbe deeper pray sealing wax. lie
was always very careful not to break
tbe seal when he opened her letters.
He liked to study tbe stately "II"
which bid what she said to him from
the bustlinp. impertinent world.
Not that he had received many web
missives. There were just four in all.
and he knew them by heart. Ile read
this last one slowly and for the third

time:

Frank

Dalton.

Esq.,

President

School

lioard District No. 11:
Suhuache County. Colo.
Dear Sir—Replying to your favor of the
that
your board had acted fa23d. stating
vorably on my application for the TwlgKlns school anil would allow the salary
which I a:<keil. permit me to say that I
feci that I owe you many apologies. The

for my desiring to secure a position this summer In Colorado
trouble which has
throat
was an incipient
annoyed me for the past year. Recently,
however, it has yielded to treatment, and
with it has Kone this motive for making
the western trip. In addition I have been
ofTtred a class In elocution at the Mount
Clement summer school, an opportunity
for
acquiring some small reputation
which I feel that I should not miss.
Knowing full well that there are scores of
worthy applicants for such an opening as
your board offers, I am availing myself
of a woman's privilege and changing my
In other words, I withdraw my
mind.
application for the Twignins school. Pardon my thus going into details, but you
have been so courteous. I may almost say
bo cordial. In your correspondence over the
matter, that I feel a full explanation Is
most urgent

reason

due you. Again expressing my appreciation of vour kindness. I remain, yours

ELIZAP.ETH HARDIN.
faithfully.
Dalton folded the letter, laid it repretfully on the desk and sat with his
hands plunged deep in Ills pockets.
There were no customers in the store
his meditations. Even the
to

iuterrupt
Ktralpht. uncompromising Main street

beyond the door was steeped In tbe
calm of the sweet spring day. Ranchmen were home plowinp, and no wapuns rolled in noisily from mesa and river land. Bu Dalton was not worrying
about the lack of trade. He was thinking of the pirl who had written that

letter.
Elizabeth Hardin! She had been recommended to the board by an eastern
teachers' apency. and Frank had been
instructed to conduct tbe correspondence. From the very first letter he had
been interested in her personally, and
when the salary she named was beyond the appropriation made by the
board for Twlpplns school lie had
calmly announced that tbe district was
growiup and needed better teachers,
and if the board wouldn't pay Miss
Hardin the salary she wanted be
would make up the difference. The
children of Twlpplns Corners must be

piven modern educational advantnpes
And tbe remainder of the board, real·
Izlnp that the male voters of Twlpplns
Corners were an uncertain element In

county elections, finally acquiesced,
and Miss Hardin was "called." Dalton. nervously Ilnperinp the bit of pray
stationery, felt that fate had been cruel In thus re»iultinp his temerity In coerelnp the members of school district
K'n

11

He walked out the side door uud
mounted the steep stairs leading to the
second floor. Lately Dalton had been
figuring with Tompkins, the carpenter,
ou building inside stairs, but somehow
this afternoon he did not care where

lie entered the carpetless
ran.
hall and threw open the door to his
"frout room." overlooking the street,
and stared silently at its familiar crimson. with just a dash of olive green.
The woodwork was painted dark green,
and the carpet was red. Dalton had selected this much and a shiny oak organ
before his sister Mary had come out
from Massachusetts to keep bouse for
him. Hut Mary bad turned homesick
before the year rolled round and had

they

left Dalton to cure for as best he might
the four rooms he had furnished so

proudly.

He looked at them now. wondering
A comfortwas wrong.
able Morris chair stood In one corner,
but the moths had eaten great boles in
its cushions, lie could write his name
In the dust on the center table. w'«h Its

vaguely what

old

rose

adorned

Flyspecks
plush album
photograpns he had

the

tacked on the wall. A sudden feeling
of desolation swept over the man.
What did It matter that he held public
office, that he was always referred to
In the Sahuucbe Eagle as "our successful young merchant" or that at the
last fair of Union church he bad been
voted the most popular bachelor In Ladrone?

long

as

What mattered anything so
Elizabeth Hardin bad declined

to teach Twlggius Corners' school?
The very next morning he said to
his head clerk:
"Herman, do you reckon you could
handle this store if 1 went back east
next month? I haven't seen the old
folks for five years."
And Herman reckoned that he could.
The summer school at Mount Clement was In full sway when Dalton arrived. He took a room at the leading
hotel and then quietly started out on
his quest At the first newsstand he
picked up a copy of the Mount Clement Educator, devoted to the iuterests

of the summer school. The frontispiece
was the picture of a tall, willowy girl,
dressed In a sweeping evening gown.
Under the picture were the lines. "Miss
Elizabeth Hardin, the accomplished

is delighting
foung elocutionist, who
Mount Clement uudiences this sum-

mer."
Dalton walked back to bla room like
creaone in α dream. And this glorious

be

ture was Elizabeth Hardin, whom
bad pictured as a gentle, clinging creg-

Hood Farm Liniment

ture in need of protection against a
cold and unfeeling world, the sort of
woman who would tit snugly Into his
four rooms above the store at Ladrone,
this girl who was delighting fashionable eastern folks anil who could have
her picture cover the whole page of a
paper! Dalton did not know that Miss
Hardin had paid $123 for that frontispiece nor that at this very moment she
was sitting In her room at a cheap
boarding house figuring on the summer's expenses, the cost of new frocks,
photographs and advertising. She
would not clear $5, and then what;
Another winter In a New York schoolroom with fifty east side children.
llalf an hour later he found her and
sent up his card, written by a man who
had a stand on the corner.
Miss Hardin was startled. In a flash

she recalled the name, the Twigging
school and the correspondence. Would
he have on leather "chaps." spurs and
a belt full of revolvers? She entered
the parlor with some trepidation. Λ
tall, square shouldered man, well
groomed and clad In dark blue serge,
rose to greet her. She almost laughed
at her recent misgivings, and the
brought a pretty flush to her

thought"

cheeks, a new light to her tireil eyes.
He never knew Just how he managed
It, but that night Dalton escorted hei
home from the concert. She wore the
marvelous dress he had seen in tlie picture. and she gathered it up daintily at
they walked in the moonlight. He fell
as if some explanation of his presenei
were due, and finally be plunged into
it.
"You see. Miss Hardin, I thought
>ut
perhaps you'd change your mind ab
the school if I just could talk to you.
you'd like to come out next

Perhaps

anyhow. I've always pictured
of
you so sort of different, but now
course I understand. You wouldn't likt
It out there no matter how much we
summer

might

want

you."

He was looking down at the chiffon
rulHe on her gown, which billowed like
white foam around lier feet. An odd
smile trembled on her lips; eomethin«
very like a tear shone in her eye. She
had" read his thought as in an open
book.
"Perhaps you are mistaken, Mr
Dalton. I think I would like Colorado,
and if the position is open next summer I may come."
They were passing through a small
grove. Dalton stopped short anil gazed
into her face.
"If it's open! Why, Miss Hardin, of
course it will always be open for you!"
Then he added in a lower voice, "Hut
next summer is a long way off!"
Elizabeth sighed softly, and a faraway look came into lier eyes as if she
were scenting the keen mountain air
and the Colorado

pines.

long, long way!"
Then Dalton forgot her picture in tie
"Yes.

a

Ile
remembered only the little gray noli
signed "Faithfully yours. Elizabeth
Hardin"—and the sigh.
What happened next is not herein
set forth, but western men are noto

paper—forgot

the

imposing

frock.

rlous for acting promptly.
This summer another elocutionist de
lighted the visitors at Mount Clement
and her picture adorned the first paj;<
of the Mount Clement Educator, biit ii
Frank Dalton's Colorado home a new
cushion has replaced the one of moth
eaten velvet in the Morris chair,
there's a drawnwork cover instead of
dust on the center table, and a stair
way has been built from the inside of
the store.
Men, Women and

lint·.

The man who brines out :i new Lu
almost invariably remarks when some
body with an investigating turn ol
ujlud asks him where he trot it, how
much It cost, etc.: "Oh, I've hail thai
hat for about a month now. It's fai

from beiug new."
However, the same hat. when care
fully scrutinized, does not show an\
signs of wear and generally looks as
spick and span as when it came from
the packer's box. If you question the
owner's statement ue to the time ot
his possession, he will usually tell you
that he has not worn it, but it has
been around the house for at least

thirty days.

A woman is different.

When

she

gets a new bonnet, she is anxious u
get it properly placed and get out on
the street. If she meets an acquaint
ance and words of ecstasy aud delight
are uot forthcoming, she invariably
gets mad.
"Can't you sec my new hat? I Just
bought it Ain't it sweet? And I only
paid $0.00 for it The milliner told
me she had held out for $10.50 and re
duced the price for my special ben

eflt"
That's the reverse In huniun natunamong the sexes.—Pittsburg Press.
Modern Dnchelor·.

Tho bachelor does no longer pat him
self on the back for remaining single,
as did Casimir Delà vigne, the author
of "Louis XI."
But neither does the bachelor turn
his coat, aB did Casimir when he got
Uiurried on the same day as his broth
er Germain, best known as the collah
orator of Scribe, and in the sa unchurch. though, luckily, "not to the
his
same girl." as Louis Philippe In
sudden fright bnd feared.
The great and prominent men of tinpresent day who intend to remain free
do not inveigh against women like
Goethe aud Swift and Musset and. foi
the matter of that, like Milton. They

simply eschew matrimony, and,
is more curious still, society appears

what

not to wonder at it. and women them
selves are taking the absteution as a
matter of course.
Reaoareefnine·* of Clil:ic*e Cook».

If there Is one sphere of European
domestic life in which more than another, says α traveler, the Chinaman
ilnds scope for the exercise of his own
pecullur Ingenuity, without doubt It Is
In the regions dedicated to the pursuit
of the culinary art. Here he will allow
no obstacle, to daunt hlin, no unforc
seen contingency to catch him unawares. Should you, having ordered two
chops for the dinner of yourself and
your wife, suddenly, all uuthiuking.
bring in a friend to share your humble
meal, you will find the cook out of two

chops has miraculously created a third
-creatri! it so skillfully out of odds
and ends of meat deftly strung together that only the practiced eye may dis-

For Man and Beast.
The unequalled external remedy for
sprains, swell.ngs, lameness, Inflammations, and all aches and pains where a cern the difference.
soothing, stimulating and strengthening
liniment Is required.
Best Wash for Race or Work Horses
Woree For the Politician·,
is made by putting two tablespoonfuls
"Do you think thut sugar Is unwholeHood Farm Liniment In a quart of water.
some for children?" asked the anxious
Keeps horses sleek and glossy.
"A first class liniment." C. M. Winch, parent.
Barre, Vt.
"Well," answered the physician, "my
"Best all round liniment I ever used."
observation Is that It Isn't likely to do
C. T. McNallt, Groveton, Ν. H.
"
Best on the market for taking soreness children nearly as much harm as It
out of horses." C. H. Gordon, trainer for does politicians."—Washington Star.
Hon. Warren F. Danlell, Franklin, Ν. H.
"A good clean preparation to use." C.
One of the commonest forms of lunaL. Blakely, 343 Wlnthrop st., Medford,
Mass., farmer for Gen. 8. C. Lawrence.
cy Is that when the Insane person ImGallon
and
$7.
$2.
$1
25c..
50c.,
Prices,
all others have no sense.—MemFor sale by F. A. Shurtlf.ff & Co., South agines
phis Cimmerdal Appeal.
Paris, Me.

to the middle channel of the strait.
The wind had come tip again and
raged over the lake like a wild beast.
Then, without warning, there rose before her the jagged, cruel line of the
ice iloe, ami the next moment the
waves had thrown the boat as if it had
been a leaf full upon it. Instinctively
Babette had risen at that last awful
instant. As the boat crashed Into the
ice with a shock that made it leap and
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PAINTINGS IN THI

NA.TIONAL CAPITOL
They Wen ? Treated Lonjc After Tom
pletion «nil When They Alreiulj
Showed. SiKiiH of Dlnnolatlon
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It is a curious fact that the satm
forward and
tremble she
sprang
gained a footing on the Ice tloe, a combination of chemicals which pre
There had always boon Pete. At least slight, perilous one, to be sure, but oue serv«>d ic. a perfect state for over 50(
that meant safety for the moment at years the remains and shrouds of Kim
so tit;? people down at St. Michel said
Edward 1. of England have also heel
wliei a stranger would ask where he
..iready the little boat had disap- used to "preserve four of the great his
bad unie from. Even before the govpeared in the whirlpool of dashing wa- torical paintings perpetuating scenes
ernment had built the lighthouse on
ters, and Biibette's heart beat fast as in the foundation and establishment ol
had
hut
Pete's
Isle
tlshing
Presque
she looked about her on her new craft. this government
been there. and every night lie had
These four paintings occupy perhaps*
It was large; it seemed as large as
of
a
end
on
the
lantern
lung out his
Isl? itself, and nt first it ap- the most conspicuous place for obserPresque
p .le so that tiic boats rounding the
peared stationary. But when she had vation in the nation. They ar«· the
point a mile tu· two In-low would see Its reached its center she could feel the work of Colonel John Trumbull and
fllckcr and st.er clear of the long sand
slow, steady motion as it swept on to- hang on the eastern wall of the rotunlike an ant eater's

bar that ran out
from the northern corner of
Presque Isle.
Everybody «long the strait knew the
quaint old tigyjre. but no one knew of
Babette until they saw her one morning fluttering along behind Pete, lier
red calico dress the one bright spot of
color among the,grays and browns of
isle. The day before Pete had
nose

Presque

been seen rowing over to the Mackinac
shore, but no one knew of his return
except Mere M'rle. and she was so old
and deaf that nil she could do was
cook Pete's tish and sit nut in the sunshine all day smoking in the kitchen

ward Lake Huron.
And now came the division of the
channel, and Babette's heart almost
stopped its frightened beating as she
thought of what would happen if the
iloe drifted north of Algonac island
and out on the great pitiless waters of

the lake.
With hushed breath she waited. The
floe was heaving so that she could
hardly retain her place, but at last
the pine crests tf Algonac showed on
her left, ami she knew she would pass
St. Michel. With lingers stiffened by
the cold she untied the red scarf from
about her head and let the wind blow
it like a danger signal above her as
she caught a glimpse of the lighthouse
on the west pier. So near, it seemed,
she placed her hand to her mouth and
shouted, but her voice sounded like a
foedbird's pipe in the noise of the rush-

doorway.
When Landry Dubois from Algonac
island asked the question direct. Pete
smiled and shook ills h°ad. his dark
eyes, deep set In the small brown face,
watching Babette build houses with
the red bark chips around the lighting waters.
house steps.
She was opposite the town now. She
"She has no one but tne," he said,
could see the waves break on the pier,
with a dubious shrug of his thin,
and yet there was no sign of help.
stoojM'd shoulders. "Babette, who art With a fearlessness born of despera-

thou, petite?"
Babette stopped playing lomr enough
to flash a merry glance at him under
the shelter of her thick brown hair.
"Pete's Babette," she laughed.
And so, all through the islet? of tinstrait. as far as St. Ignace and even
down to Mackinaw, she was known as
Pete's Babette. Pete taught her all
manner of wonderful things In fish
lore and shipcraft. and before long she

knew all the boats that passed by
Presque Isle from the great iron kings
and grain boats bound for Buffalo to
the gay little yachts that fluttered like
>vhite butterflies here and there. But.
best of all. she loved the schooners, the
old monarchs or the lake, when they
came sailing up the strait on a still
summer's eve, like wondrous phantom
ships, with the glory of the sunset behind, uud she called them Babette's
birds.
And

the years passed by, ten ot
them, slow and sure and steady, one
by one, as the wild geese fly to the
Southland, and each one left Pet»
browner and more wrinkled and small-

while Babette grew up tall and
Blender and strong as a young pine
tree, with hair and eyes brown as dry
oak leaves. Then came the terrible
winter of "J4, when boat after boat
er,

went out on the lakes and no more was
heard from them until spring waves
brought in the wreckage. It was cold
at the little, low house back of the
lighthouse on Presque Isle, colder than
even Pete could remember, and every
week it was harder for him to row
down to St Michel for provisions.
One night he came bopie half frozen
and with a dreadful cough. Babette
sent him to bed anil said he should go
no more. They must make what food
they had last until warmer weather.
But instead of sunshine and fair seas
the clouds swept low and gray like
gulls before a storm, and the waves
came rolling in, with a deep, heavy
swell that sent a dull, threatening
roar as they broke, up to the lighthouse. And here and there in the dark
green waters could be seen something
a clumsy, swaying mass that

else,

glinted

blue white.
I...„

"

Ttnlintttt

saw

near the stove coughing, cough
lug all the tlmo.
The following day Pete was deliri
ous. Babette stood in the old kitchen
looking from the flushed, wrinkled fact
on the pillow to where Mere M'rie
knelt over by the stove praying. The
provisions were gone. There was no

lounge

medicine.

Babette took the fur Jacket from Its
nail. Before she went out of the kiteli
en ehe leaned over the old halfbreed
woman's bent form. "To St. Michel."
she said slowly, pointing eastward and
then at the empty meal sack and flour
bag thrown in a corner. Mere M'rie
understood and stopped her praying
Jong enough to watch the strong, erect
the shore,
young figure pass down to
the wind blowing the ends of lier scarf
backward over her shoulders liko red

wings.

Her hands worked

quickly

crowd of fishermen and sailors huddled about the Mc wood stove. "She is
on the ice, drifting out to the lake."
In five minutes the news had spread,
and the shore was crowded, while the
strongest boat In the place was
manned, with Landry at the rudder,
4nd stout arms pulled away to the rescue of I'ete'·· Babette. And when they
brought lier back half frozen and half
dead and gave her into Mme. l'orteau's care she told her errand in the
warm back room—told how Pete lay
dying without food or medicine and
how unless help was sent there would
be no light shining from Presque Isle

that night.
"Tlio light shall shine," promised
Landry, and the waves that had
laughed at Babette's little boat bowed
before the masterful stroke of ten
pairs of St. Michel's strongest arms as
they manned the boat that bore Babette and provisions and medicine
back to Presque Isle.
"Thou hast saved his life, little one,"
said Landry, when they stood in the
kitchen where Mere M'rle still prayed.
But Babette only smiled and nodded
her head, ami she went on to the lighthouse.
The winter twilight was falling
swiftly, and the wind had gone down
like one tired with its mad play. Far
to the west she could see a boat struggling slowly up the strait. Its lights
gleaming now and then like jewels.
She lit the lamp with lingers that
trembled, and the broad path of light
streamed out over the point. Babette's
birds could fly in safety tonight, ami
below Landry Dubois held aloft a red
scarf and told its story, even as it is
told today around the islands of the

strait—the 6tory of Pete's Babette.

tlinlicrht

it from tlio lighthouse
window one morning after she had
trimmed the lamp, and there was a
queer ache in lier heart as she looked
off down the strait and thought of how
lier birds would have to battle with It
but she did not tell Pete.
It was three days later when Mere
M'rie showed her the empty meal bag.
She smiled. There were still bacon and
rice and dried fish. They were rich. At
the end of the week there was no ha
con. and they had saved the last of the
rice for Pete, who lay on tho old

when she

tion she struggled to her feet and
waved the scarf wildly, and suddenly
a figure appeared on the light house
ladder. Again she waved and tried to
pall. The figure signaled back and ran
along the pier toward town.
It was Landry Dubois, lie burst into
the warm back room at old Mme. Porteau's breathless and hat less.
"It is Pete's Babette," he cried to the

over

the

lines of the boat, and, taking advantage of a momentary lull, she pushed
away from the small, tumbled down
pier and struck out bravely for St. Mi-

chel. She had often been out with
Pete when the waves were as high as
now, and she loved the excitement of
it all. The low. flat shore of Presque
Isle vanished entirely behind the wall
of waters, but she could catch a
glimpse of the dear old lighthouse and
Its round ton above the tallest wave,
ana the sight strengthened and nerved
her for the five mile Journey to St.

Michel
Suddenly, when scarcely half a mile
out, the boat seemed to strike a new
current. Babette caught her breath
sharply ae she felt the strong, resist-

When I.iitlli'N Wore Ma«k»,

the seventeenth century Indies
masks in publie, and great was
the variety of face screens that were
Ladies who had "corallne" lips
seen.
preferred them siiort, ns was natural;
for others who wished to hide the
lower part of the face the mask was
completed by a chin piece of linen,
which after vard passed under the chin
In 1C32, says M.
and over the ears.
Enfermai, a new mask called the
mimi, from the Italian mimics, was all
the rage and threatened to usurp the
placo of the black one. It was even
the cause of violent quarrels between
tho ladles who held to the latter and
those who preferred the latest novelty.
Some years later It became the fashion
to trim the upper part of the mask
with a ruche of lace, to lengthen it
with a beard of the same material and
even to cover it more or less with lace
to the borders of the eyeholes. Young
ladies of this period, however, frequently contented themselves with
covering the face simply with a piece
of black crape for coquetry's sake and
In

wore

to appear the fairer.

(ïricllron,
of tho AngloBrussels, a Yankee
and an Englishman spent a lazy afternoon guying each other on racial and
national foibles and traits. The conversation veered Into tings. "Yours,"
drawled the Britisher, "reminds me of
nothing so much as a gridiron, a deuced
big gridiron, dontcherknow!" "And
yours," was the quick come back from
the American, "reminds me forcibly of
a beefsteak—a darned big beefsteak,
but not so big that we can't cook it 011
Ilrrfatrnk
on the
American club,

Sitting

Digestion
Difficult
dyspepsia.

That la
It makes life miserable.
Its sufferers eat not because they want to
—but simply because they must.
They know they are irritable and fretful ι
bat they cunnot be otherwise.
They complain of a bad taste in the
mouth, a tenderness at the pit of the stom
acb, an uneasy feeling of puffy fulness,
headache, heartburn and what not.
The effectual remedy, proved by permanent cures of thousands of 3evere cases, is

Hood's Sarsaparilla
UooD'e PiLLB

are

tiio boat caUukOc.

tin·

balcony

da of the capitol.
The paintings were put in place In
1824 under the supervision of the artist
himself, but not without much hesitation and objections on his part 1 >*·<·::i:>e
of the dampness of the walls and air in
the rotunda at that time. The fears of
the artist were proved to be well
founded, for four years later the
changée on the surface of the paintings
became so apparent that congress
passed a resolution authorizing their
f -moval from the walls of the rotunda
by Colonel Trumbull for Inspection and
remedy If possible. It was at this
point that Colonel Trumbull's knowledge of the preservative chemical compound was drawn on.
lu a letter to congress, dated 1
182S, Colonel Trumbull explains 'n tietail his treatment of the paintings at
that time, and an Inspection now ...
these four pictures shows that t ..»·>
are In a perfect state of preservation
both as to brightness of color and condition of canvas.
In the letter referred to Colonel
Trumbull says: "All of the paintings
were taken down, removed from their
frames, taken off from the panels over
which they were strained, removed to
? dry, warm room and there separate
|y and carefully examined. The mate
rial which forms the basis of the paint
lugs is a linen cloth whose strem t..
and texture are very similar I» '·■
in the topgallant sails of a sh'r of war.
The substances employed In toit":"·: a
proper surface for the artist, t -ether
with the colors, oils, etc.. form a si'.II
dent protection for the face or the canvas. but the back remains bare and
posed to the deleterious effects of damp
utr. The effect of this is first s.«:i m
the form of mildew. It was tins v.-b.ch
I dreaded, and the examination showed
that mildew was already eomt. need
and to an extent which rendered it
manifest that the continuance oi the
same exposure r«»r a few years !-.η·:< t
would have accomplished the cu p te
decomposition or rotting of the canvas and the consequent destruction ot

the paintings·"
Colonel Trumbull then explained lio \
Uo tlrst thoroughly dried tli" can \ a so
atul prepared them Γοι· the préserva
ι
tlve on tliis point he continues:
had learned that a few years ago some

of the eminent chemists of 1· ranee loi
care some of the
ancient mummies of Egypt with a
view to ascertaining tho nature of the
substance employed by the embaln»cr>
which the lapse of so many ag > had
proved to possess the power of protect
,„g from decay a substance
1 ■»!>
So perishable as the human bo-iy.
examination had proved that, alto·· the
application of liquid asphaltum to t.te
cavities of the head and body t .if
whole had been wrapped careiul > In
manv envelopes or bandages ot linen
prepared with wax. The committee of
chemists decided further, atfr a caie
ful examination and analysis of the
hieroglyphic paintings with which t ι·
casings, etc.. are covered, that the col
„rs employed and still retaining their
vivid brightness had also beet» prepared and applied with the same sub

examined with great

otherwise

utu

n<·»·

ing.

Another

peculiarity

"Boy, I have journeyed so near there
that I couldn't put a sixpence between
my head and the sky!"

"Don't do anything for a living soul.
I'm an undertaker."—Boston Tran-

"It's a fact, my lad. I hadn't one to
put."—London Tit-Hits.

a

living?

script.

The Dlfllenlt Part.

Husband—I don't believe you can
keep account of the money you spend.
Wife—Oh, yes, I can. It's the money
I cannot keep.—Town and Çountry.
Good Senae.
Hewitt—That rich old fool wouldn't
let me marry his daughter.
Jewett—Well, he may be rich and old
but he's no fool.—New York Times.
Had Shown

Don't brood over the past nor dream
of the future, but solze the instant and
get your lesson from the hour.

ranges his bedclothing, covers his eyes
to keep out the light, draws away his
hand when the experimenter tickles It.
A child Is broken of the habit of sucking his thumb while asleep by putting
aloes on It. He Is conscious of the bitter taste and dreams of wormwood.
The nerves, then, and the brain centers corresiwndiug to them are awake.
A busy lawyer, exhausted by overwork. one night went out to supper
with some friends, ate, talked and
walked with them, and the next day
remembered absolutely nothing of the
occurrence. II·' had not been drinking.
The man was simply asleep during the
whole evening.
Ilis conscious memory—that is, consciousness itself—slept.
—Ainslee's Magazine.

FOR NERVOUS FOLKS.
Ijrateaiatlr Heat, Slaunicc and Prayer

Diet Will Work Wonder·.

gchule, writing on mental diseases,
asks, "Is our civilization to blame for

this neurotic condition?" and the anis In the atlirmatlve. now can
nutrition prosper In th* body where
malnutrition holds full sway? And
how can people be happy aud healthy
wh<*n worry dominates their lives?
For in this human being the lower otflcers of the nervous hierarchy draw
their very breath at the bidding of the
higher powers, and the relation is verily recIproc.il, for to keep the bruin
healthy the unconscious nervous functions must be kept In good shui>e, proper activities alternating with wisely
arranged periods of repose.
Just as soon as one notices the approach of nervous Irritability systematic nerve rest will shorten un uttack,
and by rest I mean to have the patient
go to bed and have massage. The
amount of exercise undergone in a
good scientific massage is equal to a
walk of two or three miles a day, and
it goes without» saying that such passive exercise should increase the appetite, and the food Ingested and enjoyed
will lie digested and assimilated. I use
the word "enjoy" deliberately, because
there ure some nervous Invalids who
cannot enjoy their food unless In solitude. In addition to the massage I
would recommend salt rubs, which are
very easy to give. Have a saturated
solution of.common table salt Hub
the body briskly, especially from the
spine outward toward the sides of the
body and as soon as the skin Is well
reddened wash off with moderately
cool water, and the chances are all In
favor of restful condition. In case persons suffer from cold feet ut night I
would advise the bathing of the feet in
cold water before going to bed und
having a hot water bag always at
*
hautL
Lettuce, celery, spinach, onions, are
all vegetables especially valuable to a
person of nervous temperament, and
milk hot or cold Is Invaluable.—Pilswer

in one of these

LlvinK Man.
Examining Counsel—What do you for
For No

th· Botr
Workln*.
If the organs of the body cannot be
►aid to sleep, neither can the voluntary
muscles.
Witness the phenomena of
sleepwalking, the postilions In stagecoach days who slept In their saddles
and cavalrymen who do It today, Infantry who have been known to sleep
01» forced marches, sentinels who walk
(heir beats currying their guns In a
fljwd position while they sleep. For
all we know policemen may do It too.
People who talk In their sleep are familiar to all of us. Experiments made
by Speir, Armstrong and Child on 200
college students of both sexes showed
that 47 per cent of the men and 37
per cent of the women talked In their
sleep. A number of things might be
proved by these statistics. Of these
sleep talkers one-half of the women
and one-third of the men are able to
answer questions while asleep.
More
women than men could answer questions on any subject, not ulone that of
which they had been talking. It has
also been found that most sleep talkers are under twenty-five years of age.
Evidently, then, with the muscles
and organs of the body all working. It
is the brain only that sleeps, and by
no means all of the brain.
The senses
of sijîht, hearing, touch, smell and
taste may be very much awake while
the subject sleeps. A sleeping person
hears and answers questions, rearand Ο Tirana of

Are Still

"I also know that toward the close
of the last eeiitury the Antiquarian
Society of England had been permitted
to open and examine the stone colHn
deposited in one of the vaults of Westminster abbey and said t«> euntaln the
who died in
body of King Edward
Jul}·, 1307. On removing the stone grim.
lid of the cotUu Its contents were found
to be closely enveloped in a strong Un·
SCIENCE SITTINGS.
Within this envelope
eu cloth, waxed.
were found splendid robes of silk enThe amount of blood lu the human
riched witli various ornaments cover- body is one-thirteenth of the body
ing the body, which was found to be weight
entire and to have been wrapped careSound mores 1,142 feet per second;
fully in all Its parts, even to each sep; light 1D2.000 inlles a second and elecarate finger. In bandagt s of fine linen tricity 288,000 miles a second.
which had been dipped in melted wax.
Th«* rotation of a waterspout at the
and not only was the body not decom- surface of the sea has been estimated
posed, but the various parts of the as 334 miles an hour, or nearly six
dress, such as a scarlet satin mantle miles a minute.
and a scarlet piece of sarsenet which
The sun's light is equal to 5,503 wax
was plaml over the face, were in per- candles at one foot from the
eye. It
fect preservation, even in their colors." would take Sini.OOO full moons to equal
Colonel Trumbull then states that, cloudless sunshine.
with this knowledge, he melted comIt is probable that the temperature
mon beeswax and mixed with an equal
of the moou's surface at Its midday is
which
oil
of
of
turpentine,
quantity
The drop at ulght is
750 degrees F.
mixture was applied hot with brushes
probably 1,000 degrees, to 250 degrees
and
aftof
the
to the backs
paintings
below.
erward rubbed in with hot irons until
Vesta is the only one of the smaller
the cloth was perfectly saturated. The
which can be seeu with the uaplanets
niches In the walls were backed with ked
eye. Its diameter is only 300 miles
cement and the paintings so placed
and its whole surface but one-ninth
in them that air could circulate behind
that of Europe.
the canvases. Spring doors were also
Crystallized nitrogen is one of the
ordered placed In the entrances to the
greutest chemical curiosities. By coolrotunda by Colonel Trumbull. Since
lug nitrogen gas down to 307 degrees
that treatment these paintings have
below the freezing point and then alfrom
and
had nothing done to them,
lowing it to expand solid, suowlike
present appearances they need nothcrystals ure formed.

pictures is |>ointcd out to persons being
shown the capltol under the care of a
our gridiron!"
guide, and that is In the scene of
Washington resigning his commission.
Inherited the IIuNliieaa.
The two (laughters of Charles Carroll,
"Oi'm descinded from Brian Boni, 'who stand embracing each other, are
ma'am, Oi'd hov ye know," declared given five hands.—Washington Star.
the haughty Mrs. Fit/. (Tancey,
Λ Matter of Fact.
"Is tliot all indadeV" replied Mrs.
"Do you see the horizon yonder,
Casey, the humble lady of the corner
fruit stand. "Faith. Oi'm a dcscludaut where the sky seems to meet the
of Eve, the first apple woman!"—Phil- earth V"
"Yes, uncle."
adelphia Press,

less power sweep her from her course,
and she bent over the oars with set,

close lips and tense muscles, but it was
useless. The deep, swelling rush of
waters carried her northward, straight

un

!

WHILE WE SLEEP.
the Dfoaclea

"Why, uncle, what a whopper!"

Teething

Then the baby is most likely nervous, and fretful, and
doesn't gain in weight.

~

Scott's Emulsion ιÉ

is the best food and medicine
for teething babies. They
gain from the start.
Scml for η free sample.
SCOTT & ltOWNE. Chemist*.
409-415 Pearl Street,

4

Life In Jfew York.

living outside New York
knows how dlfiicult it has become In
that city fur people of moderate meaus
to bring up their children In the love
of genuine things. It Is still done by
many, but with increasing effort and
only by dint of a strong will and au
Inheritance of the truest graces of
life
simplicity, the domestic affections and the love of nature and one's
kind. It Is to the cultivation of these
graces that we must look for a rescue
from the artificiality and the vulgarity of the pitiable circle In every American city known as "the smart set."—
Nobody

—

Century.

Tnnnoform.

Tannoform is an insoluble powder of
pinkish color. It is without odiT and
flavor and is practically uonitolsonous.
When applied to the sklu, it stops
sweating uiul destroys the odor of
sweat already secreted. Hence its utility in case of offensive secretion (bromidrosis). 1·\)γ allied reusons It Is useful when the feet become tender by
overheating. Pedestrians and others
will find it useful.
Ghantly Joke.
I believe In ghosts. I
have seen at least one In my life.
Shyne—Well, I have never swn any.,
fou hare a shade the beet of me.—Chicago Tribune.
A

Baynor—Yes,
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ΓΜΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK

SOUTH PARIS, M AIN Κ. JULY

PARIS HILL,

29,1902.1

Baptist Church, Ber. Η. Η. Bishop,
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. U.
(unJay School at is M. Sabbath Evening 8er
rloe at 7:90 p. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
ivenlng at 7 30 p. n.
Unlvereallet Church, Kev. J. II. Little. Pastor,
'reaching service every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sunday School at 12 M.
Fir»»
'a* tor.

ATWOODAFORBES,
Proprittor*.

EillUr· aad

<ϊ·οκβκ M. ATWOOU.
Γ

A. E. Fuhbks.

The Baptist circle will meet with >Ire.
1. II. Rawson Tuesday at two o'clock

—%IM a ye*r tf paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise $2.i>w a year. Single copie» 4 cenu.

Kan·

f. M.

Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Kilborn of Port-

ADVKJtTiHitMKjiT»:— All legal advertisement»
are given three consecutive Insertions (or <1 JO
per web In length of column. Special contracta
made wtlb local, transient and yearly advertisV

IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

and, and their sons, W. T. Kilburn, Jr.,
ind Κ. B. Kilborn, who are on a Homevhat extended carriage drive through

er·.

he country,

Jim I'ainTlKO
New type, fast presse·, steam I
power, etperlenced workmn and low price·
com blue to make this department of our
ues« complete and popular.

were

at

the dill over Mon-

iay night, and stopped at the Hubbard

—

bual-1

Souse.
Keeent arrivals at the Hubbard House
ire Mrs. L. Lomia, Miss M. Lomia, and
Miss I. C. Lomia, of Fort Morgan. Ala.;
ÛIKVLE COPIES.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents I IHaa Λ. T. Odin, Boston; John Stuart,
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
\lbany, X. Y.
the publishers or for the convenience of patron»
Frederick T. Case of New York has
single copie· of each Issue bave l>eeu placed on j
oined the family here for a few weeks'
sale at the following place- I» the County :
South Parts,
1'arlln's Drug Store.
itay. Mrs. Charles Case of Rochester,
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
S*. V., is also here for a short time, and
Norway,
Noyce' Drug Store.
Miss Clara Case gave a tea in her honor
Stone's Drug Store.
Λ Lfred Cole, 1'ostmaater.
Buckdeld,
Thursday afternoon.
Α. Γ, Lewis, Insurance Office.
Kryeburg,
Mrs. Morris, Miss Morris and Miss
Harts HlE.
Mrs. Uarlow, I'ost Office.
Canton spent a few days last week in a
West I'arls,
Samuel T. White.
tour of the White Mountains.
Miss Ilattie Hooper of Boston is with
1er mother here for the summer vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown of Portand are at White Mountain View Farm.
κοκ «.oykknok,
Misses Adelaide and Mary Case have
ione to Bridgton for a few days' visit to
of
F.
iriends.
Mrs. H. (i. Wright and son of Saleiu,
Mass., are visiting the family of ber
for KrprrtrnUtlx la Congress.
father, B. S. IX>e.
people who were playing golf
CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELD, it Some
the links Saturday afternoon were
of Hot'klaud.
startled by the singing of a stray bullet
passing near them. The indiscriminate
firing of rides, particularly in the
Kor Srmilor,
vicinity of the village, is a dangerous
when
of Bethel. practice, especially at this season,
M. Philbrook,
many people are out in the tields and
«roods.
Kor Clerk of Courts,
A good audience assembled for the enCharles F. Whitman, of Norway. tertainment of the Universalist Circle at
The prothe hall Friday
evening.
Kor County Treasurer,
gramme was furnished by Rev. Mr. Litof Paris. tle and the church choir, but as Mr.
George M. At wood»
Briggs of the choir could not attend on
Kor County Attorney,
Account of a death in his family, there
of Bethel. was no quartette singing, the programme
Ellehy C. Pakk,
being as follows:
Kor Registrr "f Denis.
L. S. Sessions'
>>olo,
Miss Thayer, Mr. Dunn.
of Paris. Duet,
Hastings Bean»
Rev. J. H. Little.
Address—"Amusement*,"
Virile L. Wilson.
Solo,
Kor Kriflstrr of l>rr<ls Western Dlstrlrt, ■»ulo—Tambourine,
Raymond l'enfold.
James Dunn.
Solo,
Mr», l'enfold, Aecompunlet.
Ecklki Ballard»
The musical numbers were all very
Kor 4'ouuty Commissioner,
line, and the audience were glad of the
of Oxford. opportunity to hear the singers, and
E. P. Faunce,
Raygave them a cordial reception.
Kor *lierlfY,
mond l'enfold brought down the house
of Hiram. with his tambourine solo, as he always
Edoak L. Flint,
does. Mr. Little's address was a brief
but clear and comprehensive general
discussion of the matter of amusements,
Kor lte|»re«eulatlt «a to Legislature,
treating of them as something which
should be regulated, not condemned,
From Rumford,
Wai.do Pettengill. and the danger from which lies in excess
and abuse. The «lancing which followed
of Norway, the entertainment was enjoyed as usual.
From district
Ice cream and lemonade were sold, aud
Oxford and Hebron,
a fair sum was netted for the evening.
of Oxford. I The week is to be a
Georc.e J. Parrott,
lively one in social
circles. Besides public events and the
From district composed of Wood- usual gayeties, there is a barn dance at
stock, Greenwood, Albany, Stow, Lyonsden Monday evening, and a dancSweden, Waterford and Denmark, ing party given by Maj. and Mrs.
of Sweden. Brinckle ami Miss Brinckle at Academy
Κ. O. Moulton,
llall Wednesday evening, for both of
of Paris, which invitations have been issued.
From district

Republican

JOHN

Nominations.

Augusta.

HILL,

|

John

J.

ofFryeburg.

|

composed

|

composed

Buck Held and Milton Plantation.
of Paris.
Hiram R. Hubbard,
COMING

AisiDOVER.

EVENTS.

AujfY —tixfoiM I'oinona <-range, Kiicktk'M.
ΓγοΙιΙΙΊΙΙοιι county convention, S< ut)i I
Au»', "ι
I'arls.
u.—
Ki'uiiIod Kleventh Maim· lieKlinent.
Auit.
Itmwuliehl.
Auk. 12. 13.—Horse races and ball games.
county fairground*.
Λ UK- .'1. -Reunion Twenty third Maine Keulmeut, Lewlston.

NEW AUVEBTI8ESIENTS.
Clothes Make the Man.
Blue Store*.
Another Mark IH>wn In Summer tiuoue.
Bankrupt's Petition fur Discharge.
One Week More In Norway.
A "Natty < >xfonl."
Probate Notice».
Notice.

20th,

fire
was discovert**! in the engine room of
the Andover Manufacturing Co.'s plant
and before any one could enter the whole
inside was a roaring mass. The origin
of the lire is unknown, but it is supposed to have caught from the boiler in
No one had eutered the mill
some way.
since closing up Saturday at 5 o'clock.
The loss is estimated about $.">,000 with
The loss falls
an insurance of $2,100.
heavily on Mr. llodsdon, the foreman, as
lie lost all his tools valued at $200 or
The company will not rebuild.
more.
Mr. G rover has bought the unturned
stock. A carload of dowels ready for

Early Sunday morning,

shipment

was

burned.

the

ι

landscape gardener.

Dr. Carroll has gone to Prince Edward
Island where his parents reside.
Mr. Linscott, a former teacher in
:;ould Academy, is here with his family
«pending a few weeks.
Mr. Frank Needham, who has been in
Portland to the Eye and Ear Infirmary
for an operationalpon both eyes, has returned and his sight is much improved.
Mrs. Ella Carter and two daughters
ittended the funeral of Mrs. Robert
I'hapman in Portland.
Wesley K. Woodbury, Esq., and family
irrivcd in Bethel from their home in
Pennsylvania Saturday, July 26, and will
t>e guests at Mr. Purington's for a week
jr ten days.
WEST BETHEL·
■How pleasant It le when tlie «log «lays come,

Λη·1 the care* of business vei,
Γο κ<> to bcacli for a ilay with a chum—
Anein! of the other »ex."

'Why go you to the base ball ground?'
She salii In manner »ly;
An<l there go eklruilehlng urouml
J uet for to catch a fly ?
Your catching flies muet be quite cheery,
If you to cttch them roam;
An<l leave me, when I feel eo weary,
"
To catcb the tllee at home.'

Meadow hay must be got by wading
this year.
Some are done haying while others
liave not begun.
Llewellyn G rover is living alone, and
iloiug bis household work.
Miss Grace Mason is staying a fewweeks with her aunt in Portland.
Miss Ethel Allen has left the store of
A. J. Haskell and is having a rest.
Rev. C. N. Gleason of Bethel Hill
made a number of calls in this vicinity
lost week.
Rain cannot always fall, and sunshine
will come after the clouds roll by.
Seth Wight was visited last week by
his daughter Sadie of Dorchester, Mass.
Florence Haskell has been staying with
her grandmother Flint in North Norway for two weeks.
\V. A. Farwell was visited last week
by his uncle, Edgar Farwell, and wife, of
Everett, Mass.
An organ grinder was seen on the
street here last week, which we hope is
a sign that fair weather is soon coming,
since all other signs liave failed.
BUCKFIELD.
at the residence of Mrs.
Celia Dunham, where her mother, Mrs.
Mahala Buck, now lives, occurred the
02d anniversary of her birth. Mrs. Buck
seems to be enjoying very good health
in mind and body for one so fur advanced in years. Mrs. Dunham invited
the immediate family to hold a reunion
on the occasion and there were present
about thirty consisting of all of Mrs.
Buck's children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren, also the husbjtnds and
wives of the grandchildren. The day
was fine for the occasion and a very enjoyable time reported. Mrs. Dunham
wishes to kindly thank Miss Elva Heald
for the anniversary cake presented, also
all other friends for presents received.
Dr. C. H. Gibbs and wife of Livermore
Kails were in our place two days last
week visitiug relatives.
Miss Grace Bicknell of Norway is a
guest of her grandparents this week.
Mabury Mayhew of Norway was at
home Sunday, the 20th.
Miss Lillian Verrill aud a lady friend
from South Paris were at Miss VerrilPs
mother's, Mrs. I. 1). Fuller's, the 20th.
Bert Shaw of Lewiston, who works in
the Sun office, and his wife and son, are
spending a short vacation with Carl
Ileald and wife. Mr. Shaw's son, 7
years old the 2.'!d, invited all the little
folks in the village to Mr. Heald's that
day. They had a fine treat and a grand
time during the afternoon.
I. D. Fuller is iu the horse business
some at the present time.
John Keene of Norway was at his sister's, Mrs. A. W. Spaulding's, a few
days last week.
Haying is at a dead standstill. Cause,
bad weather.
NORTH

July loth,

of Mountain Grange and the
J olden Cross. Hie family which conieted of a wife and three sons, John,
ι Jeorge and Lewis, two daughters, Mrs.
(ahum
]
Burgess and Miss Susie, were all
vith him at the close. His sons all had
ituations in Boston, Susie in Auburn;
J klr. and Mr*. Burgess live on a farm in
] lartford. Funeral services were held
ι it the house July 22d, Rev. Mr. Turner
<

t

|

|

Hi-1

a|

It is uncertain
in Boston.
whether she visite her native plaue.
Chester Hatch is at home from New I
i'ork or Jersey City where he has a
position with the Pullman Car Co.
Mr and Mrs. Wilham Lewis of South
Boston were at Mr. Frank Wiley s last
β

ifficiating.
Judge Bonney and

I own

attractive and successful.
I
Mrs. Mabel Daily Clifford and son of
[iorliam, Ν. H., are at T. W. Char es
Miss Ednah Eastman has gone to
Massachusetts to visit relatives.
Mr. Charles Smith is entertaining two
nieces, the Misses Graffam from Ipswich,
M
Mrs. Anne Spring Lynch is at Ε. P.
Weston's for a short time.
Mrs. Newoomb and
sister. Miss
Walker of Quincy, Mass., have been at
their cousin's, Mrs. Seth Page's, but are
now boarding at Λ. II. Evans
Miss Eva I). Walker is at home, at the
Island, from New York.
very

The Misses Grace and Edith Tilden of
Hotel
are guests at
mean

ALBANY.

Arthur Andrews brought in

something.

on our

quite large

week ago.

ears.

It

was

silked

a

Mr. J. E. Bartlett of Boston has been
spending a few days with his parents.
Master Freddie Bartlett, a nephew of
his, came with him and will remain for
a few weeks' visit.
EAST WATERFORD.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Rolfe are with Mrs.

nf?aTC,'w^rkT

arc,J

"iS

her old home for the summer.
'»
Julia Rueeell of
with her sister, Mrs. E. C. Hilton.
Mellie Hilton is at South Waterford
a trout working for Mrs. Stan wood.
well as
THE GENERAL CONFERENCE AT
It

that would clear the law quite
for size. It weighed one pound P1U™P:
northfield.
Herbert Wheeler, Frank E. Bean and
Howard Allen are all riding new mowing machines, also Charles Eames, and W. R. MOODY'S CALL·. THE OUTLOOK FOR
we don't know how many more in town,
A BIG GATHERING.
mostly bought of C. G. Beckler, who is
agent for the McCormick Machine
Kast Northfikld, Mass., July 24.
The twentieth annual General ConEthel Munroe, nr.* Cross of
Melrose, Mass., with two children.has ference of Christian Workers meets at
been stopping at Howard Allen s. They Northfield, Mass., from August 1 to 1
This conference was established bj
have returned to their home.
Land dealing does not entirely stop Τ Moody about the same time as the
vet. Frank E. Bean lias just sold Carter founding of Northfield Seminary and
A. Grover a part of the late Leonard Mt llermon School. The attendance a

Miss Christine Clough, of Nashua, arrived for her annual visit to her aunt,
Mrs. Merritt Parsons, Wednesday.
Having been at a loss to know what
was committing such
ravages with my
peas. I have lately learned that it is the
oriole, over which I have been wont to
lavish much praise. How quick a bit of

sncroaching

with

I

about the Buckfield

>oys. When a South Paris advertising
wagon, with a boy hidden away rattling
>n a snare drum appeared in town, the
ioys here got out a bass drum and
:ymbals and helped to make—a noise.
After I have braced my trembling
land to make it plain that Shearman or
Thomes, etc., is not Sherman or Thomas
is some of the typers think it should be,
t is a little discouraging. Of course 1
un illiterate and a chump, but like the
nan who counselled his son when he
"Now don't
was going away to work,
rou know it all, let the 'roan you work
'or know something." Please let me
tnow

Walter Bakers

Mark-Down in
Summer Goods.

BREAKFAST

WMrs!

domains will knock

CiimmingR farm, so-called.
A. G. Bean has bought

sentiment higher than a kite!
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Lynch of New
York are guests of their daughter and
Family, Mrs. G. II. Ilersey.
I. W. Shaw and family have gone to
Trefethen's landing in search of rest
»nd pleasure.
Hotel Long is being well patronized
by both transient and summer tourists.
Geo. M. Atwood of South Paris was
in town Thursday.
Rev. W. W. Hooper preached at Swan
Pond grove Sunday, July 27, at 2::50
p. M.
On Aug. 3 Rev. Eleanor B. Forbes
L'omlucts the services. The Universalist
Aid Society has also arranged for services on August 17 of Rev. J. H. Little,
mid on Aug. 31 probably Rev. John Kimball. In case of stormy weather services
are to be held in the Line school house.

the

îto "mfcrcnc.

John and the

quality

has
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no
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teachers

have

in

recent

prices they will
that

Disraeli and break his heart."
The lord in waiting, much diverted,
went forth and, iinding Disraeli in
rather low spirits, told him this tale
as an instance 4>f his great popularity
with all classes of the queen's subjects. The whimsicality of the thing
was congenial to Disraeli, who was
kept waiting next day at a cabinet
council for the arrival of an imitortant
colleague. To pass the time lie told the
assembled ministers the story of the
theatrical supper. Lord Cairns (absit
his
omen), hearing, did not smile, and
solemnity put out of countenance the
prime minister, who at once made the

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Less than One Cent a Cop

Thirty-Eight Highest Awards
Europe and America.

Walter Baker & Co

in

Miss Milly Bridges has finished her
His age was
resident for many years.
labor at the hotel, and went to Norway
90 years, and lie had resided on the old
Wednesday morning.
homestead for over 50 years, raising a
Miss Ina Gammon of North Waterford
large family of children, only four of
lias been table girl at the hotel, but
whom survive the death of their parents.
finished work Wednesday and went to
Mrs. Bennett died a few years ago, and
Milton.
though lovingly cared for by his son
One of our summer boarders spends
Frank and wife, who occupy the home
most of his time on the lake fishing, and
farm, he never ceased to mourn her
thinking it would be more comfortable death.
to have a seat while waiting for thç fish
Wednesday, July 23, Mrs. Fannie
to bite, he set a chair in the boat.
Get- Paine
Chapman, wife of Ed Chapman,
ting a bite, he gave a quick yank, and passed away quite suddenly, though she
instead of the tisli coming out he went had been ill from heart disease for some
in after it head lirst. He is liable to fish
time, but of late had seemed much
in the old way hereafter.
better. This is the third death that has
officers
of
of
The
Fraternal Lodge, K.
occurred in the place within a few
were
installed
on
P.,
Monday evening by weeks, all aged people. The first was
Deputy Richardson of Norway.
Joshua Kilgore, who died about a
Franklin Grange is making prepara- month
ago.
tions for a fair to be held some time in
Dennis Kilgore, who has been sick
September. There is some talk of hav- for a long time, is recovering, and great
ing a juvenile grange organized.
is the rejoicing among his friends.
Mr. Alden Doughty and Miss PhilMrs. Ralph has returned to her home
brook are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Eddie in Boston.
Mann, this week.
Rev. W. J. Taylor of Lewiston will
WEST SUMNER
The farm buildings recently occupied
preach at the Universalist church Aug.
at
10:30
o'clock.
3d,
by J. M. Murch, the contractor and
Mrs. Mary Bartlett and family return builder, situated in West Su inner one
home to Woodfords Sunday morning, mile west of the village took tire at 3:30
and a large party come the same day to a. M.
There
Cause of fire unknown.
was a small insurance.
occupy Camp Christopher.
Several visitors are with us at present.
EAST BROWNFIELD.
Among them are Mrs. Kthel McDonald,
There have been several functions Mrs. Esther Home, Rumford Falls.
which have interested the village but
Freeman Farrar and family have got
have failed to be reported. The first moved on to the Wallace Kyerson place.
was a reception to Hev. Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Field is in quite poor health.
Cameron at the New Uberty which was a
Melville Barrows has leased a teleThen
success.
came the lecture and phone and has had it set.
concert at the Town Ilall, at which forty
Miss Olive Keene is visiting her granddollars was raised to repair the parson- mother, Mrs. Chas. Field, for the sumAfter this the fair at Bradbury's mer.
:ige.
Ilall by the Congregational circle and
EAST HEBRON.
VV. C. T. U.; nearly sixty dollars was
realized from this. Now we are taking
Farmers have made but small progress
ι rest for a while.
in haying the past week but have been
The New Uberty has been leased by watching for sunshine and the wind to
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Cole, and has been move west.
Mrs. Henry Shaw is quite sick since
Dpen to guests for two weeks. Patronage
is good considering that the house has her return from Small Point.
tieen closed for a short time.
Benjamin Hutchinson, a former resiThe new building opposite the station dent of East Hebron, now of Conis progressing rather slowly, owing to necticut, lias returned to visit his old
continued wet weather.
friends but finds a very large number
The Literary Club met with Mrs. W. have passed away and many have homes
His daughter, Carrie,
The in other states.
EI. Stickney for its last meeting.
next which is social evening, will be is now living in Lynn, Mass.
with Mrs. Gatchell. They are studying
Mrs. A. A. Roberts of Turner, with
the vision of Sir Launfal by Lowell.
her daughter, Mrs. Alice Chadbourne,
Rev. Mr. Cameron met with a serious was at II. A. Record's on Wednesday.
iccident while returning from Hiram
Report comes all around us that hens
jfter the evening service on Sunday, the find chickens are leaving without help
ÏOth inst. In the woods after crossing from the owners and salted meat gets out
:he railroad track, his horse stumbled jf the barrels and follows the example
md fell, breaking a shaft and the }f the hens.
The horse struggled and in
îarness.
Lemuel Greene and wife, Maud Davis
in
lis anxiety to prevent her doing more Greene, returned to their home
lainage Mr. Cameron strained himself ^uincy. Her mother, Mrs. Hattie Allen,
ind received a blow in the stomach from ind her son, J. E. Davis, are looking for
ivhich he is still suffering or from the
small farm for Mrs. Allen; her health
îervous shock.
Iteing very delicate, she thinks the
Carrie
and
Viola
have
Johnson
Misses
country air would be beneficial to her.
1 >een visiting their brother, A. F. JohnRev. Mr. Kelley and wife are still
: ion.
favoring his parishioners with calls.
Mrs. Sarah 6. Goldthwait and her They have called on nearly all in the
laughter, Miss Jennie, from Peabody's, parish and are gaining many friends
; klass., are boarding at Clayton Springs'. iince they came, being not acquainted
C. O. Stickney of Hampton, Ν. IL, jut strangers to all.
ras at home over Sunday, the 20th.
Last Monday Dinion Perry had another
ittle son added to his family circle.
EAST SUMNER.
EAST BETHEL.
Mr. Hiram Field of South Paris has
Haymakers are having a vacation.
1 teen stopping a few days with his
Mrs. George Swan and children from
( laughter, Mrs. Lester Robinson.
John Keen of Norway has been calling : Sverett, Mass., are spending a few weeks
η this place.
< m old friends at East Sumner and vicinClarence Howe from Waltham, Mass.,
i ty. For a man over SO years of age he is
vacation at J.
s spending a few weeks'
( [uite smart and erect as a boy.
The annual meeting of the Hartford ). Hastings'.
Mr. Hiram Fifield visited bis daughter,
( bustard Pie Association will occur at its
drs. G. K. Hastings, last week.
; Tove on August 7.
Shirley Smith is working for Orman
Reunion of Sumner's veteran soldiers
Harwell.
{ ,t Kast Sumner, August 14.
Lawrence,
Mrs. Anna Tracy from
When will farmers be able ta finish
ilass., visited here last week.
laying, is the query.

DiwjU, D·^.

Limited

(

Dorchester, Mass.

Established 1780

.Rev,^{'

Weston, I).D., Chester, Pa. ;
î.C_n
Band, Liverpool ; Rev.
koiD.D..
D
Warren
Rev.
Edinboro;
Walpole

^hn

Hector of St. James Church, New \ ork.
The music will be under the direction
of Messrs. I). B. Towner and George C.

StRev'nF

B. Meyer and others will deliver a series of Post-Conference lectures
from August 19 to September ..

y"jpreva-

Summer complaint is unusual
lent among children this season. A well
developed case in the writer s amily
was cured last week by the timely use
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
otsi
Diarrhuia Remedy-one of the
patent medicines manufactured ami
which is always kept on hand .it t!
home of ye scribe. This is not intended
as a free puff for the company, who do
not advertise with us, but to benefit little sufferers who may not be within easy
No family should
access of a physician.
be without a bottle of this medicine in

the house, especially in
Iowa, Journal.

BUmJer

I^ng,
'"

Paris
Store.

Stoveu», Oxford;

Norway.

J^uïï,
Jfoye. Dru*

Governor Hill some days since received from the Department of State at
Washington a request for an opinion
with regard to the method by which
qualifications of candidates for the Cecil
Rhodes scholarships at Oxford are to be
ascertained and as to the examinations.
Under the terms of the will, Maine gets
two scholarships of $1,500 per year each,
this being the portion of eacli state ami
territory of the United States. Each
scholarship is for three years, but not
more than one appointment shall be
made in any one year. It is hoped that
students can be elected in time to go into residence at Oxford in lit03.
THE SAME OLD STORY.

J. A. Kelly relates an experience similar to that which has happened in almost
every neighborhood in the United States
and has been told and retold by thousands of others. lie says: "Last summer
I had an attack of dysentery and purchased a bottle of Cliamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and DiarrhœiP Remedy, which I
used according to directions and with entirely satisfactory results. The trouble
was controlled much quicker than former attacks when I used other remedies."
Mr. Kelly is a well known citizen of Henderson, N. C. For sale by ShurtleiT &
Co., E. P. Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,
Oxford ; Noyes' Drug Store, Norway.
Maine is a great literary center at
Aside from our home taleut,
such famous authors as Charles Major,
of
"When. Knighthood was in
nuthor
Klower," is at Poland Spring; William
D. Howells, Mark Twain and Thomas
Nelson Page are at York; Thomas Bailey
Aldrich is at his summer home at Northwest Harbor; Kate Douglass Wiggin is
And there are
it her Berwick cottage.
jthers.

present.

"I am

using

a

box of Chamberlain's

and find
:bem the best thing for my stomach I
3ver used," says T. W. Robinson, Justice
These
Mich.
>f the Peace, Loomis,
Tablets not only correct disorders of the
itomach but regulate the liver and
K)wels. They are easy to take and
ileasant in effect. Price 25 cents per
For sale by Shurtleff A Co., E. P.
iox.

Stomach and Liver Tablets

Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,
ioyes Drug Store, Norway!

Oxford;

as the links between South
«Yeeport and Yarmouth, now building,
ind from Winthrop to Sabattus are closid, it will be possible to go by trolley
And probPERU.
, rom Augusta to Biddeford.
tho eastern
Mrs. Wilma Baldwin of Battle Creek, ι ibly in the near future
erminus of the possible trolley ride will
' Jicb., is in town. She ie boarding at
Fairfield.
1 Vm. H.
Bent's, the home of her child- I >e Waterville, or rather,
1 tood.
LINIMENT FOR STRAINS.
BEST
ΓΙΙΕ
Mrs. Lizzie Roberts has gone to her
Mr. F. II. Wells, the merchant at Deer
< ild home in Vermont to live.
"I alWe are having a long spell of cloudy 1 'ark, Long Island, Ν. Y., says:
Chamberlain's Pain
} reather and I
guess we shall not get ways recommend
the beet liniment for strains.
< [one baying this year until September. 1 Jalm as
severe lame'he grass is very late in this section, only ] used it last winter for a
ι iess in the side, resulting from a strain,
i α the first bloom.
Alfred Hall is visiting his parents, Μ. ι >nd was greatly pleased with the quick
For sale by
ι elief and cure it effected.
1 I al I and wife.
The Grange Circle met with Mrs. P. ί ihurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South
( t. Barrett last Saturday. Had a very ] 'aria; Steven», Oxford; Noyea Drug

1

loe time.

As

soon

I Itore, Norway.

perate expedient of the French trans
lator of Cooper's "Spy," who had to

horse could be hitched
lie
"to a locust," is worth recalling,
had never heard of locust trees and
rendered the word by "sauterelle." or
grasshopper. Feeling that this needed
some explanation, lie appended a foot-

explain

how

a

that
note explaining
grasshoppers
grew to a gigantic size in the United
States and that it was the custom to
place a stuffed specimen at the door
of every mansion for the convenience
of visitors, who hitched their horses
to It
The

Dlnejny.

One may pet or patronize, according
to one's nature, a elii|>piιικ sparrow,
bluebird or pi κ el te, but he is indeed
Weil coated with self esteem who does
not feel a sense of inferiority in the
lie is such a
presence of a jay.

shrewd, independent and aggressive
creature that one is inevitably led to

the belief that he is more of a success
as a bird than most men are as men.
Conspicuous by voice and action dining the fall and winter, when other
birds are quietest, he I comes silent
when other birds are most vocal. If he
has a love song, it Is reserved for the
At this season he
ear of his mate.
even controls hl3 fondness for owl

fancy stripes,

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
EVEKKTT I.. SM

\RT,

Itnukrupt.

get

one.

Smiley,
MAINE.

Telephone Connection.

Expand*.

Knglaml

[)

W. .V. IVIIEIXIIK, Atfcnl,

Discharge.
In

From the Boston Herald, the U.i 1 i:u
newspaper of New England, in its i.-».··
of .Inly 13, lit<)2.

llankruptcy.

at

the sabl time anil plaee,

ami show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of sahl petitioner slioiil·! not l#e granted.
And It Is further on 1ère I by the Court, That
the Clerk shall semi by mall to all known creditors copies of miI'I iiclllton and this order, addressed to > hem at their place» of residence as

stated.

Witness the Hon. (i.akkni κ 11 a i.k Judge
of the said Court, and the seal there·», at Cortland, In said District, on the l'.ttli day of July,
A. D. 1903,
Λ. II. DAVIS, Clerk.
II.. 8.)
Λ true copy of petition and order thereon.
Alte<t: Λ. II. l>\VIS.Clerk

CASTORIA for infants and Children.
Ihe Kind You Hare Always Bought

M-;.

Suit Cases!!!
Have you

seen

my

line of dress

new

suit cases?

I

oiti>Kit or \utk k τπκκκον.

Interest, may appear

County,

South Paris. Oxford

selling

am

the best trades in

offered

cases ever

in town.

James N, Favor,
Proprietor

of the Tucker Harness Store,

NORWAY, ME,

91 Main Str^t,
Bears the

Slgn«ture<^f^^

Removal Notice.
Wo have moved to No. II
Monument

Square—just

from

doors

opposite

our

a

old stand,

me

,

Supplies,

Hardware and Builders
IX

on

side of street.

King & Dexter Co., Portland,
No.

few

Monument

Squaro.

Knotvlcilure.

edge without zeal, often commended,
for zeal without knowledge inspires
life, and life acquires knowledge; but
knowledge without zeal sits in Its
study, plays with its hooks and does
nothing. All the greatest things in life
tiave been accomplished bv enthusiwhose zeal was greater than their

knowledge."

ItiialnfM

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Tie Kind You Han Always Bougbt

ônenalnir al It.
Well, rather! Why, he's

1 10 crazy over games of chance that he
1 patronizes a restaurant where they
j print the bill of fare In French, and he
ι loeen't know a word of the language."
-Chicago Poet

Bears the

s'e°T'°

DR. GEO. LEININGER'S

Formaldehyde

Generator

FOR DISINFECTION, DEODORIZATION,
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.

Head.

"You lent him the money to buy that
nule from you?"
"Yaselr." answered Mr. Erastus Pink
cy. "It doesn't look like business, but
t were sech a good chance to get de
| )es' of de trade dat 1 couldn' he'p ad
raneln' de cash."—Washington Star.

"Gambler?

)

DlSTItlC T Of Maink, s—,
(tn this luth ilay of July, A. I), lmri, on read·
lug the foregoing iietltl·»··, It Is—
Onlered by the Court, That a liear'ng be ha·!
I).
upon the same <-n the .'illi lay of Sept., A.
I'.mj. before sal·I Court at I'ortlaml, In sal I Disthat
noainl
In
foiX'iioou
the
;
at
10
o'clock
trict,
lice then·!» be publlsl oil In th Oxford Memo.
sal·I IH*trl''t, and
<· at, a ncW'paper printed In
(hat all known creditor*, an·! other persons In

do you

The Outlook crowds an unusual
amount of practical wisdom ami good
eense into the following paragraph:
"Zeal without knowledge, often condemned. Is more valuable than knowl-

A

to

('on>eivator\ <if
Munie is about to move into its Ιμμιιιiiul
on
Back
the
new buildings
Bay. This
is the largest school of music in tin
world, and its pre-eminence anion.'
American institutions lias been coin ·ί· I
ever since it was founded in K"„; by In
Kben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was heing
developed, a lew [vers .v I'ond pianos
Ν nee then, as the "iiwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired •-'•is Iveis λ
I'ond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the neu l>u i 1.1
ing, the board of directors of the onservatory have placed their order l'oral
additional Ivers & I'ond pianos, making
a total of 2!K).
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly | ssjhle
than 'M years' continued patron.υ l<>
this most critical of musical institutions.

Bankrupt.

"Well, because, mamma, it wasn't
the salt I spilt; it was the ink."

ists

sure

Ivsrs k Pond Pian.

I

DlplomnfInf.
Boy—Oh. mamma. 1 upset the saltcellar over my clean clothes.
Mamma—That was careless. Go ami
brush the salt off, ami see yoj don't

Zeal «nil

25 cents per

all this season's st\!is.

are

Tim fon*«?rvufurjr

To the lli)N. CI.AKKM κ II αι.κ, Judge of the III»trlct Court of the Untied Suites for the District
of M nine
n KKKTT 1. SMART, of Kumfonl, in the
County of <>xlonl,and Stat».· of Maine, In
said District, ri-pectfully repre»ents that on the
3th day of January, last paît, he was ·Iuly
ivfjU·Ijre*' bankrupt under tin· Act* ol Cor.
bus <luly
gross relating to Bankruptcy; that he
surrendered all liis* property ami right* of
property, anil has fully compile·! with all the
requirement* of salil Art* and of the order* of
Court touching IiIh hankruptcy.
Wherelore he pray*, That he may In· 'lei-reel
by the Court to have η full dUcharge from all
«(elite provable against his estate, umler shM
Bankrupt Act*, except such Φ bta as are
excepted by law from such discharge
Dated this loth ilay of Julv. Α. I». I'.m.'.
K\ KKKTT L. SM A ItT

Λ PrroorlonM

ask?"

were

Now 15 cents per yard.

Kaatrrii

Eastern Telephone IOC-3.

Century.

why

GINGHAM that

per yard,
50
Now 25 cents per yard.

NORWAY,

KIBO KID.
LIGHT, FLEXIBLE SOLE,
MILITARY HEEL.
FOR STREET OR DRESS
WE\R.

and with It his vituperative
The robin, the catbird and the
thrasher seem eager to betray the location of their nests to every passerby,
but the bluejay gives no evidence of
the site of his habitation by being seen
in its vicinity.—Frank M. Chapman in

But

of

$1.25

<

baiting

that so?"
"Yes, that la so.

were

cents

The New

gifts.

soil the clothes.
"But, mamma, when any one spills
salt they have a quarrel, don't they?"
"So they say."
"Well, then, If they don't spill the
salt they don't have a quarrel. Isn't

PATTERNS

Thomas

OXFORDS
$3.50.

case

sage from an English paper about a
man who had killed his wife with a
poker added an ingenious footnote to
say, "We do not know with certainty
whether this thing 'pokero' be a domes
tic or surgical instrument." The des

Now 79 cents.

MERCERIZED GINGHAMS in

He

QUEEN
QUALITY

Now 98 cents.

$1.00,

were

SILK

PLAIN

These

three men, and if you had been in your

Krror·.

$1.25,

per pattern,
Now 94 cts. per pattern.

A.

"I had been knocking about a Kantown in the evening," said a drummer with a limp, "and in heading for
my hotel I walked plump into an open
sewer which had no red li^rlit of warn

CurloiiM Truiixlul Ion

Now SI.25.

fancy Silk Gingham,

yard,

sas

Some amusing errors are made by
translators. An Italian paper turned
Kipling's "Absentminded Beggar" into
Another
a "Distracted Mendicant."
Italian editor who translated a pas-

$1.75,

and

$1.50

WAIST

FIVE

was

J, F. PLUMMER,

Broker,

were

PRINTS that

So HI* Claim For DnmiitfCN ilroniclil
In Only fllO.34.

for $*12Γ>.
"I didn't even get all that. In tumbling Into the sewer I broke two planks
and brought on a cavein. and the damages were assessed at .«.">.·!(> and taken
out of the money."—Dallas News.

were

that

TOWN HAD OFFSETS.

lawyer 1 settled the

go.

soon

PERCALE AND BEST PRINT

nonarrlvui of the colleague an excuse
for postponing the council for a couple
The "balance of power"
of hours.
was then unstable, and that afternoon
the papers h;id headings: "War Imminent. A Second Cabinet Council SumFor once the ladies of the
moned."
stage made history and staggered the
Stock Exchange.—London Chronicle.

a

you

LAWN AND PERCALE ONES

the bed you would have been crushed to
years placed special emphasis upon
priviledes of a life fully yielded to God pulp. You really owe this town someand hundreds have been blesse, tl inob>, thing Instead of talking about dam•in.l testified to new joys. \V itli tins on
age!'
in view, courses in Bible study up
"When able to get out," continued
the Minor Prophets conducted by Rev.
the drummer, "I found that public
the
for
institutes
r;. Campbell Morgan;
was against me and the people
Clothier and Furnisher,
study of methods of work by specialists opinion
stand a suit, and by advice of 31 Market
to
o
inready
South Pars, Me
other
lectures
and
subjects
upon
Sq.,

stay.
Moulton.
Although the weather was unpropiMr. and Mrs. CliiTord, son-in-law and
tious on Tuesday evening, twelve couples
terestto Christian workers luve been
of Mr. and Mrs James Head,
availed themselves of the opportunity of daughter
are the happy parents of a baby boy,
1).
mav be named Rev. r.
Mejer
enjoying the social dauce at Camp Chris- born Wednesday the 24th.
Won; lie.. J. WhUcomb
topher, that evening, by invitation of the
Misses Bartlett. Music was furnished
Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Rev. N.
NFWHY.
j'
1). I).. Boston, Mass.; Rev C. LScoHelu,
by Bacon's Orchestra, and a good time
Died, in North Newry, July 20, Jon- ])
E. Northfield, Mass.; Rev. \
was enjoyed by all.
D
Icecream was serv- athan
in
oldest
inhabitant
the
Bennett,
ed during the evening.
England; Rev. A. C.·
town, and an honored and prosperous Ross,

price

same

waild have to pay for a cheap
Come early for at these
one.

P™ra'"en™hors

'^Northfield

good style
goods and

a

of the best

make, for the

]V.

BRYANT POND.
Mrs. Mamie Crockett has returned
from the Point of Pines. She reports
Miss Ola Dudley as improving in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Littletield and
daughter Theo of North Abington, Mass.,
have been visiting their people here, ami
Smith and Miss Nellie Smith
are now at Rumford Falls visiting Mrs.
are at the Ridge House, Conway, N. U.,
Littletield's sister, Mrs. Harry Elliott.
as table girls.
Mrs. Lois Bean has returned from
A convention of Republicans was held
West Bethel.
at Sweden Tuesday for nomination of a
Verne and Norman McAllister of the
of this district.
A
U. S. A. have been ordered with their representative
number of delegates attended from this
regiment to Newport for a six weeks' town and
Mi.
to
nominate
helped

get

to

and

Now is your

Suits.

Two-piece
chance

wavdeteriorated from the high standNorthfield is
is up from Bolster's Mills ard set by Mr. Moody.
to cut his hay on the old farm but the famed as a religious centre. Continuous
weather is such he does not get ahead Bible study is held there. Lectures an« lng.
"I had a bad fall and broke my hip.
.lUcourses on the Bible average over two
of the rest of us in getting it dry.
Mrs. C. A. Grover has with lier for a a, ay orevery day of the year. The young- and I wasn't yet out of tin.· sewer when
short stav her mother and sister, with er generation of Moodys have proved I made up my uiind to sue for $3 m mm)
themselves worthy of the great.wo k damages. I was taken to the hospital,
two children from Hyde Park, Mass.
Amos G. Bean, while out in the pas- begun by their father, and the Call for and next day the city attorney called
ture saw an old doe standing on a ledge, the Conference this year i8 8.gned by
on me to know what I was Koinx to d<».
and wliile he was watching her, out Κ Moody, the eldest son of D. L. Moouy.
"Ί am going to sue the town, of
The invitation reads in part as follow».
walked her two fawns and drew their
course,' I replied.
ration of milk, and then all three walk- "Dear Friends and Fellow Workers:
"
'llut what for?' he u*fevl.
ed off undisturbed and without knowing
To maintain the catholic spirit ο
"
There
'For
personal damages.
that they had furnished a tableau seldom Christian
tlia
it
is
essential
teaching
should have been a railing or a light,
if ever seen by any one in this town.
be placed upon co
equal
emphasis
David Keniston, wife and daughter, of ordinate truths.
Heresy has often orig- but there was neither, and my injury
Stoneham, were in town calling on friends inated by giving undue
will lay me up for weeks.'
"
Friday.
one truth to tlie neglect of ot'iers,
'But don't you know what you esdocultimate denial of equally esseiitial
by falling into the sewer?' he
caped
DENMARK.
trines. Thus faith aud works must never asked.
Mrs. Geo. II. Holtham and daughter
be divorced, and theemphasieoftliesu"
'No.'
Mrs. Fred S.
of Lvnn, Mass., and
iective life of the soul must find ex
"Then let me tell you that tin· roof
Belcher of Lawrence, are spending their
of
the
in
objective experiences
vacation with their father, Mr. A. W. pression
of tin· hotel fell in last night and killed
Π

Wrapper*

This time it is

fhe

jobasset, Mass.,
Nothing

visited friends in Hiram this week. She
has a position in the Minnesota Reform
School of which her husband is superintendent. She is best remembered as
Miss Angie D. Dresser, who taught many
excellent schools in Hiram from 1802 to
1874. We think two of her pupils are
now selectmen.
Messrs. James M. and Tobias Libby, of
Boston, are passing their vacation in

Another

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

Story of One Poatponed Cabinet
Council In England.
Cabinet councils give rise at tlmoe
to rumors that dodge fact and mislead
public expectancy. One of Lord Bcacousfleld's supplies a case in i>oiiit.
Queen Victoria, so rims the tale, was
anxious about the state of wind and
wave In the mid-Atlantic, which the
Princess Louise happened then to be
crossing. A lord In waiting knew a
professor who was a weather diviner,
and to him he went with a message
from her majesty, who sent also a message to Lord lleaconslleld. The lord
The

entertainThe village is overrun
In waiting was sent to a theatrical
A sociable was held at the
supper—it was Sunday night—in search
Congregational vestry on Tuesday even- town.
We had open wood fires July 21, 22, of the professor.
IIim he found In
ing from which many adjourned to a
concert and dance given by atraveiing 23 and 25.
this lively company and was himself
diow. The German Medicine Go. are
constrained to listen to the game of
"FBRON
ittracting those who attend free shows.
words that was passing round. Which
heriHJth
celebrated
Mrs.
A.
D.
Bartlett
A. ham dance at F. Goodenow s was
She has would they choose If they had to marUtended hy many who enjoy such birthday Tuesday, the 22d.
unde
certainly "grown old gracefully," and is ry, Gladstone or Disraeli? All said
Tatheringe, and a "baby show
said
auspices of the Woman. Club, on interested in all the events of the day. "Disraeli" except one, and she
Rev. S. D. Richardson has sweet corn "Gladstone, so that I might elope with
Thursday afternoon at N. C. nail, was
ments.

Friday.

joag.

now

*

wife of Portland
1 îave been guests at Hotel Long of late.
The Buckfield Literary Club met with
1 diss Emma Jewett the 22d inst.
The Nezinscot History Club met at
I he Baptist vestry on the 22d inst.
Miss Fannie Hersey is attending to the
luties of assistant postmistress, vice
1 iess Caldwell resigned.
Mrs. E. A. Nash and Miss Anna Buck
ire guests of the family of Chas.M. Nash,
I lie veteran commercial traveler, who
I ias rented Mrs. R. C. Thomes' house for
I he summer.
Lewis Irish is at home from Kumford
! falls in poor health.
Homer N. Chase of Auburn was in

LOVELl.
Dr. Harold Andrews and wife of Boston have returned home; also Mr. C. G.
G. Reynolds and wife of Dorchester who
MR. FLINT'S STATEMENT.
have been at W. (). Brown's.
GREENWOOD.
Mrs. Mabel Andrews and two children
These Ion·; spells of lowery weather reUK KKl'l.lKS TO TI1B «IIAROl.s MADE
here.
are
of North Anson
visiting
mind one of a theory that the late
A·. A IN ST HIM.
Mrs. Georgia Bennett is visiting her Ezekiel liolmes, once editor of the
Chandler.
Mrs.
Martha
mother,
Maine Farmer, used to advance; which
F. C. Walker is taking the place of was that all the farmers who had a large
Ortain charges having been made
as miller while Harmon amount of
Harmon
Frauk
hay to cut, to build a dryagainst Mr. Ed^ar I.. Flint, the Republi· takes a month's vacation at his cottage
house, similar to those used by hop
can candidate for sheriff. the following
on Keazar I.ake.
growers only enough larger to meet the
manly letter, together with Mr. Walter
Clayton Littlelield and family have re- requirements; by so doing he said they
I'. Perkins' communication in last week's
turned from Waterford.
could go right on with their haying, and
ImmnfIhnPtiDcml.niglil to silence!
a large lot of cattle went from
cut it all at the proper time, whether the
all further controversy in the matter I l/uite
here to Brighton the lirst of the week. sun shines or not. Such a device would
with fair minded men.
J. S. Ames and Geo. Davis of Bridg- be very convenient in such a time as
Mr. Flint has been a deputy sheriff in I
ton were in town Friday getting a new this, but probably will never be resorted
attendance at the sessions of the court I
and harness of C. K. Chapman.
to an account of the expeuse of buildhere for many terms since he was first I wagon
ing and ruuuing it. So that, "make hay
a host of I
h;ts
he
and
gained
appointed,
SUMNER.
while the sun shines," must still be the
friend# with all classes of people.
for
W.
is
Hammond
Charlie
working
farmer's motto.
The unwarranted ami unscrupulous I
E. Bowker haying.
Mrs. Adoniram Swan has sold her
attacks that have been made upon him I
is farm to her son-in-law,
of
Nellie
Foster
Miss
Mass.,
Allston,
Wesley King,
will only serve to create friends fori
her parents, G. B. Foster and and has hired rent for the present of the
him. The motive of those making these I visiting
wife.
widow
Nelson
Jackson.
I
have
no
charges is well known, and they
V. Floyd Cole, who lias been stopping
I)ea. S. B. Cuinmings visited at the
weight with all who have any regard fori with his
grandmother, Mrs. Laura Stur- Beunett place last week. He says there
fairness or decency.
tevant, has returned to Canton.
are indications that his diseased arm will
J. R. Dyer of Rumford Falls was at give him further trouble.
lix^î.
y
J
il
East Ηικλμ,
18,
his father's Sunday.
A year ago last spring Scott Merrill
Win Farrar is working for Alviu Rob- planted about one-eighth of an acre of
(Λ F. Whitman, Esq., South Paris:
Dear Sir Yours of recent date with I inson haying.
strawberries, and although they are on
rather wet land, and a very unfavorable
clipping from the Oxford County Ad-1
vertiser received ami contents noted.
to season, he has sold about $">0 worth and
has
E.
Sturtevaut
P.
Mrs.
gone
In reply will say that I never tried to I
are not all harvested yet.
That is
Hartford with her daughter, Mrs. Burke. they
shield any man from punishment, and
probably more than any one will get
is
l'arlin
Calvin
failing.
I
have «lone tuy best to do my full duty
from his acre of sweet corn this year.
Miss Nellie Foster of Boston is spendsince I have been deputy sheriff.
Merrill put in about 4000 plants
her vacation with her parents, Mr. Mr.
ing
burned.
was
I never told Fox the bond
more last
spring, which are looking
B. Foster.
ami Mrs.
I
The matter will be fully explained by
Last week he went to Berlin, N.
E. il. Thompson who has been sick is finely.
I
of
Cornish, ex-County
Walter P. Perkins
H., and opened up a market for new
improving.
Attorney of York County, in the next] E. C. Bowker remains about the same. potatoes, where he is now sending them.
issue of the Democrat.
Last spring he planted about two acres
Ella Newell is attending the teachers'
Almon Young aftd Charles Kankin, I
of sweet fodder corn, and now he is
summer School at Cauton.
who have been senators in the Legisla-1
building a silo for it. Elijah Libby is
ture, and Charles Davis, who is a Demo-1
doing the carpenter work.
HARTFORD
crat, are on my bond as deputy sheriffl
Mrs. MerriU, with her little daughter,
This is a dull spell of weather, ain't it?
both in this county and Cumberland I
has gone to New Gloucester, her former
is
the
we celeof
The
7th
day
August
County. They are three of the wealth-1 brate our annual custard pie racket. home, on a visit. Myrtle Brooks is
iest and most respected citizens of
keeping house for her during her
Bring in your huge pies and make merry absence.
ram.
They would not back me up if 11 while the
lasts. Hon. John P.
day
I
been
were the man I have
represented
A few years ago Daniel Bryant bought
Democratic I Swasey will (after he gets tilled up) give a peach tree, which he planted in his
to be by parties at the
us a piece of his mind worth going a
I
know
who
front yard, and now it stands about six
County Contention. People
distance to hear. Everybody is inthese parties take no stock in what they I long
feet iu height and has 70 peaches, which
vited. Charles Prince of Bucktield is
Mr. Bryant says will ripen in August.
say.
to eat baked beans.
In regard to the charge that I desert-1 expected
We have seen orange and tig trees in
Miss Mabel Keene from Millbrook,
ed : 1 was very sick and went to the I
but never a peach tree before,
Mass., is visiting her friends in Hartford bearing,
and were not aware there was one so
hospital for many months, and was re-1 if ter an absence of 14 years.
duced in weight from 1S3 pounds to
near home.
Edwin Howard fell off of a load of
The war had I
little over 100 pounds.
Fred Bryant and wife of Portland are
week and was badly shakeu up
hist
liay
He-1
the
of
ended and every artned host
visiting his folks at the old homestead
for an old man.
not
ablel
was
1
bellion hail surrendered.
this week. Fred has been married quite
to go South to Georgia when my régi-1
λ number of years, and yet the figures
NORTHWEST BETHEL.
1865.1
in
out
was
mustered
ment
August,
uf the last census were not changed in
Mrs. David Meeke of New Orleans has
1 afterwards made a statemcut of the I
the least in consequence of the union.
l>een the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Set h
circumstances, as did also one of my I
A recent letter from Mamie Brooks inMason, at this place, recently.
brother officers, and I was granted an I
forms us that she has a good position in
in
estate
here.
real
Some
changes
houorable discharge, and have been I
Mr. Hammond's family on Taris Hill,
Mrs. Jane Tyler has sold her farm and
that everything is congenial, and she is
drawing a pension for many years.
a small place at Walker's Mills.
knight
I
and
the
esteem
lose
1 hope 1 shall not
Our congratcontented and happy.
Mr. I.eroy Morgan and family are
I
have
1
the
friends
gained
confidence of
illations, Mamie.
kbout to move away, having sold their
I
If
elected,
the
of
in your part
County.
Calling on Harry Cole the other day,
farm to a Mr. Charles Sumner.
1 shall do my duty and see that the lawsl
tiis son Guy, who takes the Youth's
Mrs. H. H. Wilson visited her old
are enforced and the guilty are punished I
Companion, presented us with a copy of
friend, Mrs. Sylvanus Mason, the 23d.
a certain word,
and are uot shielded.
Adelman Brown of the paper containing
Mr. and Mrs.
the name of a lake in MassachuVery respectfully yours,
beiug
Frank
their
are
at
Mass.,
son's,
I'eabody,
Edoak L. Flint.
>etts, with the request to pronounce it,
Brown's.
Here is
ind accent the right syllable.
at
the
and
bride
are
IL
II.
Chapman
The jury before whom William T. I
the word: Chargoggaggoggmanchaugg"Homestead."
'hapman
Treworgy of Bucksport was tried for the I
iggoggachaubunagungamaugg. But not
murder of Sarah Ware of that town, re-1
ieing an expert in orthograpy, we conOXFORD.
at
turned a verdict of not guilty
:luded to pass it along to the editor, who
Rev. Mr. Callahan is sick and was not will
four-1
out
were
Friday morning. They
undoubtedly find himself equal to
ible :o preach on Sunday.
teen Lours, but it has leaked out that I
:he occasion. Please not to forget to
house
from the tirst only one man on the panel I A tire started in Walter Wood's
accent for the benetit of the boy.
1 jive the
This ends the ! Saturday but it was extinguished before
voted for conviction.
1ι nuch damage was done.
case, as far as Treworgy is concerned,
BROWNFIELD.
Mr. and Mrs. Brett and daughter
and the mystery still remains judicially I
WILSON'S MILLS.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fogg, formerly
Sthel of Rhode Island, Mrs. Cutter of
unsolved.
A fifteen weeks' term of school closed
are
now
of
>f
Lowell,
Mass.,
Burnham
Browntield,
and
Elsie
Worcester, Mass.,
^ uly 11th by a steamboat ride and picnic
ι: <· at Mr. Alton Ver rill's.
rieiting friends in this village.
The Portland and Brunswick Street 11
is in session at the ί iven the scholars by the teacher, Miss
A
tent
the
Perkins
Lena
is
Miss
meeting
I
traffic
attending
' tossie Searlee, of Newry.
Railway was opened to passenger
ower part of the village, conducted by
school at Canton.
between Brunswick and South Freeport 11 ummer
Judge Cullutn, with A. A. Flint ae
Miss Corning has returned from Hart- l wo evangelists from Portland.
thel
of
remainder
The
to Parmacheenee the first of
on Thursday.
Mr. Cameron was thrown from his I uide, went
Conn.
11
ord,
Yarmouth,
to
South
from
Freeport
line,
* tio week
Mrs. Charles Spring of Chicago is < carriage Sunday last, while returning
will be pushed as fast as possible, and I
The
Bishop party, W. H. Hart and
·
to spend the summer with her I rom Hiram, and was quite badly hurt.
the cars are expected to be running on I oniing
* reo Nason guides, are at Camp Caribou.
is
at
Mr.
Johnson
J.
Mrs.
visiting
L.
î
Mrs.
A.
ister.
I
Hersey.
it in two or three weeks.
John Olson, Ouy Brooks and A1 Hart
Mrs. Ellis of Portland is visiting ] ï. B. Bean's.
to the lake guiding.
Farmers seem to be very much etirred a re also up
ι elatives here.
Demothe
:
Kennebec Journal Perhaps
£. S. Bennett has gone to Bath to
D. D., lectured ι ip on account of bo much rainy weather.
John
J.
Rev.
Lewis,
the
Republican
crats will touch upon
that will make the tour of
Sherman McDonald has moved his S uide a party
ι ,t the M. E. church Sunday evening on
1 tie Penobscot and Kennebec.
management of State finances, in the I he
ί amily to their new home.
Passion
Play.
then
Oberammagau
and
again percoming campaign,
Very poor hay weather; only an occaJohn McDonald ha* bought a very
Lucella Brackett is at home and U imas
* ional streak of lunahlne.
haps they will avoid the matter
ι aluable bone.
j
iroving.
too
of
»
dynamite.
though It were

|

»ccupyinK their house after their long her untimely death has saddened large
of kindred and friends, who symitav in Massachusetts.
I circle
Mies Lizzie C. Shirley, who hiuire· pathize deeply with the bereaved parents.
Mrs. J. W. Brown of Red Wing, Minn.,
lided in California for several years,

ι nember

FACT AND RUMOR.

HIRAM.

Died, in Hiratn, June 18, Velma Adelle,
Hatch, late of Lawrence,
Ella
Hws., formerly secretary of the Maine daughter of Leon W. and Ruth
Missionary Society, P««obed in the Djer, aged 14 months. The death wasa
sudden from pneumonia. She was
Congregational church July 20th·
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Charl* are most beautiful and promising child, and
a
Rev. D. P.

was

tanners have large lots of hay down in
the fields now.
Miss Elberta Burnham has returned
from her outing at Peak's Island.
Dr. Pearl Copeland and family from
Hyde Park are guests at Mr. A. F. Copeland's.
Mr. Myron Pillsbury is doing a fine
iob of grading on Mr. Walker's lot where
che old house has been removed. Mr.
Pillsbury is getting quite a reputation as

!

fryeburg.

BUCKRELD,

BETHEL·

On July 20, after months of suffering,
observed as Rally Day at
the Universalist church and an interest- ] freeland Dunham passed away at M
missed
ing report of the national convention ; 'ears of age. He will be greatly
< lutside of the family circle, as a handy
was given.
Owing to the unfavorable weather lit- nan and faithful in his business relatie haying has been done. Some of the 1 ions with his neighbors. He was a

Sunday

Formaldehyde Inhaler,

Catarrhal Deafness, and all diseases of the throat and
these Inhalers.
warrant
We
lungs.
uses.
Come in and we will tell you more about Formaldehyde and its
chitis,

Hay. Fever,

Ernest P. Parlin,
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST,

Next door

to

Post Office,

South

Parie, Maine.
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Harry L. Shaw and wife of New Vorl
are at the Andrews House for theii
usual summer vacation.

city

Y.

«fi

ι,'. ::Y

1

Veda and Kay Jenne have returnei
home from a two weeks' vacation s pen
with relatives in Koxbury.

h·

cmiCHU.
to*. W'..Κ
Church.
w..<· l'nnïrdPttlvnal
ι» i»„ ...,-ior. Preaching eenric*. 10*
I* *■; sun.iay School li M.; \
n
', Κ aty. M. ; Church ι»™} >'r meeting οι
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Ml, cot other
ta* at 7 <υ o'clock.
ûneete·! ar« e«»r>itally Invite·I.
«
hun h. Rcv.x. W. r.*Ue. Ta «or
v
morn in# drayer taretiag. 9.30 a
; iv
iru-'-rU.·.· ΐυ V.'» a. *.; Sabbath Schoo
W
worth League Meeting. β 15 Y. *.
\
r,v. rmeeûn*: p. * ; l'tuyer nieettai.
evening ; clasé meeting, Vrhtay cvecln*
-t
iiur-Ti. Kev.T.J. RjwisMlell. J':i*tor
ν·.
preaching >ervtce lu 45 a. m.; >a!·
"" Y- *
,\i >».; ..raver meetln*
tin.- Twwta·' even'.nir.
J
H.
Rev.
Little. I'astor
,, ,,,Nt« huTeh,
I
.· service every >un<lay at iïW P· *·, 'r
H.
3
30
P.
at
School
Suinlay
V» lia

Charles Bonney and wife of Sumnei
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. 1)
Haynes Saturday and Sunday.

»

were

;

Sally Warren of Westbrook ii
spending two weeks with her grand
parents. Rev. Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Pottle
Miss

~

-.ΓΑΤΚΟ

Prof. W. S. Wight of Bethel sang ai
the Methodist church yesterday and add
ed much to the interest of the singing

Wirt Stanley am1, wife spent Sundaj
the tish hatchery, Auburn, with Mr,
Stanley's jiarents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F,
it

Stanley.

RKKTISOS.

Advertised letters in South Paris post

Re*ul«i
v M.—Part* Lo«lge, So. 'M.
Γ u« lav evenlug on or before fulluiooi.
..
-Mount Mice l.o-ljte, regular meet
■•■-■la f..ntn· of each week.—Aurora
•nent.'Ur-tawi thirl Momlay evening

July

-S:

Master U.
Κ. li. An lrew».

Jesse M. Whitney is riding a motoi
which attracts almost as much
notice as a full-growu automobile touring car would.

Pleasant Rebekfth Lo<lge, No
.nil fourth Friday» ot «M».
!
-I, |>.|<| Fellows' Hall.
AV
hull i'ost. No. lAs, meetK.
Klin
|;
; thlr>!
Satunlay evening· of each
llall.
it.
HA.
tn
K!ni all Relief Con'- ■*«*»
,x
-.uufiay evenings of each month,λ
\|

t;

\

office

tint

bicycle,

μ1ιι>γ· In fcoMen Cross Hall.
tir^t
tuwu

^

hnnly-gurdj'
Tueswlay.

Muss..

Miss (iladys Bonney has returned from
three weeks visit in Haverhill. Mass.
Her e.nisiii. Miss Jennie Morse, returned
with her for a three weeks' visit.

Morrill un<l wife of Sumner visitI. A. Record'» Wednesday.

•i
r

visiting iu
Mills, Aroostook County.
swift of Minneapolis is here on

Mertie B.

M
H·

ν

M

Λ
>ι·

wit'e.
Mrs.

!·>

Misses Grace and Maijorie I.angmade.
who have been quests of their aunt.
Mis. J. A. Jackson, returned to their
home it N'ewtou, Mass., Monday.

his i>;treuts. Ansel Swift and

Bev. J. II. Little and family left for
their summer home in Harpswell Monday morning, rniversalist services will
be held as usual Sunday afternoons.

Kli/abeth Etlgerley of l'ortlan«l

it

week.
M·^

Maxim is

W. 11- Ulake's

a

few

days

la>t

D.Cotton of Windsor. Yt., is
of her parents, lliram l'ulsifer

and

neve r

Rev,·<*«*&*· **$*
r»«hlM^ceon8unOB^,

[ Third Tuesday

Tuesdays of June and December.
At Rumford Falls.
Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday
of Mav, third Tuebday of August, second Tuesday of November.

Court of

County Commissioners.

c

C. Davis. lut I»
H. Du vie, l.f

Karris c.f

TutalK,

4
4
3
4
4
4

0
1
1
0
1
0

4
S

0

34
Score l>v
12 3

5

24

5

3

Innings
4

0
υ
υ

0

9
A.

5
*5
υ
1
1
1
3
3
2
3
0
1
0
0
0
110
0
0
11
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0

4

6

7 $

««erilnit.

William D. Alexander of North Buckswas drowned at Brewer Tuesday by
month.
the
between a schooner and
\orway Commantlery. No. 24.. falling
Alexander was a
fourth Thursday evenings of Dirigo mill wharf.
His body
each mouth
sailor, married and aged 20.
(ι
was recovered.
1
Mrs Ε F Smith has returned from
ιι
By orders from Washington the Port0 her home in Richmond after an absence
land and Bangor custom houses are hav3
her daughter ing a grand house-cleaning, the first in
their history, and tons of worthless old

12

'"mÏs c'T'cumming».

K.

documents,

I
1

tirin <»f < l>. < »"1
They left horn.

0
0

1
1

hit

,i

4

and

^L,mTL, eni„ved the

*Tb?newΜίί«

'«r^r^'-Krs^

on

h

of 8 to T.

SS

ran away

■

;lt

century old,

are

Frank B. Brown, the Brewer man who
has been missing since July 0, when he
went fishing on Pushaw Lake, was found
Monday on the farm of a man named
Bradford where ho has been working for
sometime. It is supposed that Brown
became affected by the heat which resulted in dementia and that while in this
weut
and
landed
he
condition
through the woods to Bradford's where
he applied for and received work.

"tiwtt «S '"Λ110 m^ÎSÏ'

fairgrounds

a score

1 'itli

honse
""
ww
completed and the company
i„ the dedication of the»
The trips about the lake, weregreatl)

A
ο

some over a

being destroyed.

η

Sons, Λ"»™
The South Paris local team defeated

aturday afternoon, by

port

„,eVu^;.n.ran:»

•

the Hebron local team at the

Colony. So. 195», meet»
°"c"

η—T.iU'

2 1 0 3 1 0 2 0 x—!<
k'e-t l'uris
0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0—3
sf.ipl
struck out by S· aw 12, Clement)· 7; base
a'Is by Clements 4. Shaw 1.
I'm pire. Barker. S<-nrer, HI Ίυη.

_

the Portland and

Two gravel cars
now
Brunswick Street Railway line,
under construction, collided Wednesday
evening in Freeport. Melville Soule of
Freeport. who was motorman on one of
the cars, jumped just before the cars
struck. lie jumped against a pole and
was internally injured, how seriously is
not yet known. The motorman on the
other car. Jack Chaplin of Brunswick,
thrown over the fender on to the was
track, and one foot was takon off at the
ankle.
on

number o( shoe

Thnwday moraine. The

"n,men's

Henry K. Hammond,
James L. Parker,
Tha'ldeus Cross,
A Ibert P. Rassett,
Cyrus M. Wormoll,
George G. Shirley,
Kdgar L. Flint,
faints W. Chapman,
Walter C. Baasett,
Don A. Gat»·",
Ronello A. Barrow*,
A. F. Warun,
Marrie L. Elliott,
lohn F. Davis,
Milton Penley,
Fred A. Porter.
Addison Ξ. Holt,
Wellington Bird.

hj· a Wntrfi.
"If I suspend my watch directly in
front of me by holding the end of the
chain with both hands. 1 find that the
watch will swing in the direction of
which I am thinking," says a psychological writer. "If I think of it swinging in a circle, It swings In a circle. If
I think of it swinging from right to
left and from left to right. it swings
in that manner. I try to make no movements with my hands, but find it impossible to keep them from it for any
length of time, if I concentrate my attention on the movement."—Jewelers'
MI ml Action Rfvealfd

Circular-Weekly.

Benefit your friends, that they may
Benefit
love you more dearly still.
your enemies, that they may at last become your friends.
NEED MORE HELP.

Often the over-taxed organs of digestion cry out for help by Dyspepsia's

pains,

Nausea,

Dizziness, Headaches,

liver complaints, bowel disorders. Such
troubles call for prompt use of I)r.
King's New Life Pills. They are gentle,
thorough and guaranteed to cure. 20c.
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s, South Paris;

Sheriffs.
Paris.

Crier,

Norway.
Norway.
Norway.

Bethel.
Rumford Falls.
Waterford.
Bryant's Pond.

to

now
now
now

$8.00.
$6.00.
$4.00.

NORFORK AND OUTING SUITS that have been $5.00 to
$12.00 now $4.00 to $S.oo.
SPRING OVERCOATS AT COST, and some odd lots 1-3 ofi' regular
All

our

price.
Young Men's Suits, same low price as on our men's.
Boys'
TROUSERS at special cut prices, for work, business or dress.
going to wholesale them at retail.
and

We

are

You can't atlbrd to miss this sale ; don't presume you will.

Noyes Company,
NORWAY.

F. H.
SOUTH

PARIS,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Hot Weather Toilet

Whatever you need for the toilet we
As you no doubt know, we make a

I have doubled the size of my 5 and
10 cent counters making them the
largest in Oxford County. Commercial drummers who ought to he
better posted 011 such matters than
any other class, say that I am offering
better values in home goods at 5 ami
10 cents than any other store in New
England. More than half the goods
011 my 5 cent counter are what the
city stores put on their 10 cent
counters and 011 my 10 cent counter
are a great many 15 cent articles and
quite a number of 25 cent goods. I
am adding new goods every week.

spring and summer
spring Overcoats

sell every

$10.00 and $12.00 Suits
$ 8.50, $S.oo, $7.50 Suits
$ 6.00 and $5.00 Suits

Itcthel.

Brldgton.

determined

All our best rrnkes of Suits, fine dress garments th*t have
b«en good values for $12, $13, $14, $15, NOW ONLY S10.
These Suits are GREAT BARGAINS.

Fryeburg.

East HIrani,
Porter.
Lovell.
ntxtleld.
Canton.
Bucktleld.
Rumford Falls,

are

all our light weight Trousers and
if low prices will do it.

Bethel.

Charles F. Whitman,South Paris,Cl*k of Courts.
County Attorney.
Ellcry C. Park, Bethel.
J.Hastings Bean,South I'arls, Register of Deeds.
Kckley Ballard, Fryeburjc,
Register of Deeds, (Western District·)
Addison K. Derrick, Bethel, Judge of Probate.
Albert I). Park, South Paris, Reenter of Probate.
George M. Atwood, South Paris. County Treat.
James R.Tucker, South Paris, Sheriff and Jailer.

Deputy

We

Suit,

Kant Stone ham.
Mexico.

County Officers.

""""SSWBSTuesday

K.

At South Paris.

John M. I'hllbrook, Chairman,
Jonathan Bartlett,
Randall L. Taylor,

ΪAn'f>SÏΆ

1
3
11
ιι
1
«ι
3
I
I

County Commissioners.

Regular sessions:—Second Tuesday of May.
Last Tueeday of
First Tuesday of September.
Deoember.

..

A.

except August.

At Fryetwrg.

Flut

Chapter

ti'

Mark Down Sale of Men's
and Boys' Clothing.

At Soatb Paris.

of each month

J=

BLUB STORE8.

Special Semi-Annual

Probate Court.

Thu^'Uv

So!

==|

Supreme Judicial Court.

isïriïLîsffi™·'
»rt

noon.

Officers for

Second Tuemlay of Marcb.
Second Tuesday of October.

iKy« ssxï'wfflw

West Paris defeated Oxford 9 to :] in
the game at West Paris Saturday after-

County

1901-2.

frlday

Vïïi^

BASE BALL.

McOanlels.

^wett of Dorchester,
:ic«I his. family here.

\\.,!icn

as

SSffWSSÏSÎÎSASt·

Hiram R. Hubbard, who was nominated by the caucus, is the propietor o!
the Hubbard House on Paris Hill, ami
is a man well known iu Oxford County
and highly respected, of good business
judgment, and will make a good representative.

Mrs. K. A. Howe and son Henry will Fori, M h
3r«l b
leave Wednesday morning for a visit of ■Riwtoa,
irm>-nt. ι
two or three weeks to the family of Rev. l*lke, r.t
St· m-, s »
Γ. J. Kamsdell at Caribou.

«»t the se;tson

is crowded

Kjfias.feessai-—

[caucus adjourned.

i'J.'c

ν

'"cnlve

I

v^'rt-

v

?4nuSv. ϊ· s!yC ET

lature from the district composed ο
Paris, Buckffeld and Milton Plantatioi
met at New Hall, South Paris, Saturda;
afternoon. The assembly was called t<
order by X. D. Bolster of the distric
committee, who read the call.
A.C. T. King was chosen chairinai
I and Walter L. Gray secretary.
The caucus now being ready for tin
nomination, George M. Atwood, witl
brief remarks commendatory of th<
candidate, presented the name of Hiran
R. Hubbard of Paris Hill, and move*
his nomination by acclamation.
The nomination was seconded bj
Messrs. Lewis M. Brown, J. Hasting
Bean, II. L). Hammond and James S
Wright, each of whom brietiy expressec
his pleasure at having the opportunity
to assist in nominating Mr. Hubbard.
The nomination of Mr.. Hubbard wai
I then made by acclamation, and tlu

Seventeen were taken into the I'niversU'l-ST I'A ISIS.
alist Church Sunday bv the rite of bapP.O.
Α.II. Κ. Il II
tism ami by letter and a church organi5
1
2
2
Fstrnum. 2wl li
11
ttrnnire, from May 1 to <Vt. 1. sation formed.
110
...Λ
ICtiwWt-l'. ;tr»l Ιι
ui.l fourtn Saturday ; turln* Ut.
ο
ϋ
12
3
Dwyer, c
rot the year, meet»every Satu-lay,in
υ
Ι
Misses Lizzie and Nellie Thompson of Shaw, ρ
oy 1
5
t
t
Γ
l'av,».-·
<>
0
-SmokI ami fourth M on· lay * of Portland were at Β. N. Hall's Sunday, Kniorv, r.f
2
5
to attend the funeral of Mrs. J. Faruum, l.f
0
3
1
3
ΐ (l> c._stonv Brook Lo*lge, No. 1M, coiuiug
s
1
2
3
Frank skillings.
Version». 1st I»..
..tvl an.l fourth WeJne^lay evculnte
»
1
1
3
U!ti->. c. f
The family of James R. Tucker have
mata l.o«lge. No. &. meeu ever>
:1G
»
10
27
Tota!»
is gue'sts Walter Si as of South Boston,
.enluk, at fythian Hall.
OXFORD.
W·. ι· I men of America.—^outh 1 ari- and Misses
Alice and Ethel Tracy of
A.li. Κ. H.II. P.O.
s,.. ltûBT, meete «ecou l an-1 fourth Tue»Stoughton, Mass.

*

AC

The Republican caucus to nomiuato
candidate for representative to the legii

of Bethel took G. A

C. W. Bowker spent Sunday at Au
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a safe and rare remedy for Infant· and children,

COFFEE JELLY

What well known gem is seen in this

a smooth surface, ami any one ran apply them to
walls, ceilings, iu.<>1de woodwork, pantries. kitchens and furniture.
Many
The surface is aonbeautiful tints.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

Not I did

cheaper,

price

"Painkiller

ortlnury palm.

a*

HiKK Color rartl and our booklet.
"Howl to
K.'furn.-th the Home \* ltlioul Buying New t'ur

nlture."

Made

by

Also Window & Door Frames.

If tit w.iut of any kind of Ktnleh for Inelde or
1'lne LumOutside work. send In your orders
ber and Shingles ou hand Cheap for Cash.

ΜΛΙΛΙΕ.

MU TH I* litis,

ORE DOLLAR

FOR

and Job Work.

Planing, Sawing

Matched Har<l Wool Kloor Boar>le for sale.

E.

$1.00 CASH

WT.

( II WDI.FK,
Maine.

Went Suuiner

The New Werner
Edition of the....

Some Reasons

Britannica

Why

Bear In Mind
Delay,

ΝόνέΓ Before

for
^3S

been

Limited

Au excellent preservative.
Reduces cost of you·· harness.
Never burns the leather; its
Efficiency is increased.
Secures best service.
Stitches kept from breaking.

Oil

Never Again

|s sold in all

edition of the BRITANNICA contains
Thirty-six Thousand Feet of Knowledge
and Information. Occupies Six Feet of
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and
examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.

COUPON

having

Harness

K*?3* library
within every-

I would like full details and
of the New Werner
men

on

(Jneuualed bv any other.
Renders hard leather soft.
Especially prepared.
Keeps out water.
A heavy l>odied oil.

easy reach, and the chances are
that when this otTer is once withdraw n,
that such an opportunity will

body's

You Should Insist

EUREKA HARNESS OIL

30 Superb Octavo volumes will be
Delivered Free Into your Home. The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments, But

So do not

Localities

Manufactured by
Scindttrd Oil Coinimnr.

TRY

I

Street.

City and State

For Sale by

teaspoonful

a

Makers Wall
Attention !
Prices

than

Papers!

Horse Rakes,

Harvesting

Machinery.

Machines,

bargains.
always on

have

Rakes,
A

good

Second

etc.,

at

line of

hand.

grade

lower this year

before, and this

papers,

Hand

good
repairs

to

high

that have

formerly been sold from
20 to 50

Hay Tedders,

also

are

ever

applies especially

Deering Ideal Mower,

The

after each meal; it cures dyspepsia.
35c, 8 oz. bottle.—All dealers.

Hay

and Wa'ter A. Wood

of "L. F."

True "L F." Atwood's Bitters

F. A. Shurtleff & Co

to see the

cents

a

roll,

whioh price is yet named

by

some

tories

wall paper fac-

through

selling

book agents.

Our prices

for those papers

are

now

10 and 12 1-2 cents.

A. W. Walker & Son,1 -lobbs' Variety Store
South Paris, Maine.

There is

no

fool like tho learned fool.

TREAT YOUR K1DNETS FOR

RHEUMATISM.
When you are suffering from rheumatism, the kidneys must be attended to at
once so that they will eliminate the uric
acid from the blood.
Foley's Kidney
Cure is the most effective remedy for
this purpose. R. T. Hopkins, of Polar,
! Wis., says: "After unsuccessfully doctoring three years for rheumatism with
the best doctors, I tried Foley's Kidney
Cure, and it cured ine. I cannot speak
too highly of this great medicine." F. A.
Shurtleff ά Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Πβ who buys by the pennyworth keeps
his own house and other men's, too.
BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARS.

Mrs. Minerva Smith of Danville, 111.,
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty
years and never got relief until I used
Foley's Honey and Tar, which is a Sure
Orin
Cure.
F. A. Shurtleff «t Co.

Stevens, Oxford.

of

Hilda—"Did Fred kiss you when you
said yes to his proposal?" Grace—"Oh,
fourth cup of sugar. Or one cup of cus- yes, it didn't make a bit of difference in
tard and one cup of scalded cream may his manner toward me. Why should it?"
be combined. When taken from the fire
dissolve in it one-fourth box of gelatin,
TWO BOTTLES CURED HIM.
softened in cold water. Strain, flavor
"I was troubled with kidney complaint
and cool. This may be served with for about two
years," writes Α. II. Davis
whipped cream, or fruit or chocolate of Mt.
"but two bottles of

milk, the yolks of three eggs, and

Cttlea.

inlet of water.
letter and a monarch.
boy's name and a weight.
tumbler and to depart.
knob and prevailing fashion.
an

one-

Sterling, la.,

sauce.

Macaroons, cocoanut cakes,
lady's
fingers, crumbs of stale cake may be arranged in a mold and such a cream poured over them, and the whole left to chill.
One ounce of chocolate or less may be
melted in the milk while making the
custard.

Hiitht For Sammrr,
"I want to get one o' them things,"
Raid the old lady, pointing at an assortment of thermometers.
"Yes, ma'am," replied the dealer.
"How high do you care to go?"
"Why, not too high and not too low
I want one that'll keep my house just
right this summer."
Jaat

Foley's Kidney

Cure effected a permaF. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

nent

cure."

Hubby—"Darling, what do you suppose I have done to-day? I have had my
life insured." Wife—"That's just like
you! All you seein to think of is yourself !"

SPONGES.
cream or

don't pay no 'tention ter us.
Some er us is so tired dat we'll need
all de sleep we kin git 'tweel Gabrul
blow fer jedgement.
De preachers don't preach much hell
now.
Dey 'pears ter tink dat Laz'rus
liez turned de hose on the rich man an'
put the Are out.
Some folks spen's mo' time in growlin' at do weather in dis worl' dan dey
does in thinkin' 'bout what kind dey'll
hatter tackle in de next.

Two countrymen in Ireland, who had
not seen each other for a long time met
at a fair.
They had a lot of things to
tell each other.
married I am," said O'Brien.
it's
"Sure,
"You don't tell mo so!" said Blake'
"Faith, yes," said O'Brien, "an' I've
got a line healthy boy which the neighbors say is the very picture of me."
Blake looked fora moment at O'Brien,
who was not, to say the least, remarkable for his good looks, and then s;tid:
"O.well, what's the harm so long as
the ch ild is healthy?"

NORWAY, MAINE.

Bears the

Signature

Promotes Digeslion-CheerPul·

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost now, for 835·

nessandRest.Contains
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neither

nor Mineral.
Not "Narcotic.

Opium.Morphine
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Λ perfect Remedy forConslipaiion, Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Fevenshness

For Over
Thirty Years

«nd Loss of Sleep.

FacSuuilc Snjnnlure οΓ

W. H. Winchester,

NEW YORK.
Alb months

«
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HEADQUARTERS

I

Rpcrds, Blanks, Horns, and

CAST

MS

COPY OF WRAPPER.
EXACT
EX

wtw voam cmr.

Wkut

I'nuled

Catalogues

I,oui*.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

—

roprc

FOR SELLING OUR GOODS.
Headache

Eyeache
Blurring of

the Print
need of

oftentimes show the

plasties.
They are

some of the indications of defective vision and should
be attended to at once.
You'll be surprised at the comfort a pair of glasses will atTord if
your sight is in any way defective.
Scientific examination free and
proper glasses properly adjusted is
what you arc guaranteed here.

Samuel

Richards,

South Paris, Maine.

A clergyman in the neighborhood of
Nottingham was complimenting a tailor in his parish on repairs which lie
In the course of
had done for him.

aching
weariness—Distressing
yield quickly

as

i
this cut,
sented in

furnished

SOUTH PARIS.

Mndr.

fight

agent,

This Beautiful Couch,

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St.,

products.

struggle

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

any

Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

A curious collection of Looks is contained in the library of Warstentein,
The books
near Cassel, in German}*.
appear at lirst sight to lie logs of wood,
but each volume is really a complete
history of the tree it represents. The
back shows the bark, in which a small
place is cut to write the scientilic and
One side
common name as a title.
shows the tree trunk in its natural
state, and the other is polished and
varnished. Inside are shown tin· leaves,
fruit, liber and Insect parasites, to
which is added a full description of t he·

Arc

W. C. McARDLE,

or

High G^de

i.iitmry.

Wli«*r»· TliInn*

No Better Piano made in this
other Country.

Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,JL

of uu argument, such as, for instance,
his final remark on the death of Talleyrand. lie hud paid hiui a visit the day
before. When the news of the prince's
death was brought to him, he said,
"Are you sure he is dead'/"
"Very
"Why,
sure, sire," was the answer.
did not your majesty himself notice
yesterday that he was dying':" "I did,
but thore is no judging from appearances with Talleyrand, and I have
been asking myself for the last four
and twenty hours what interest lie
could possibly have In departing at
this particular moment."

tree and its

application.

sent on

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Philippe was 11 wit. What he
specially excelled In was the clinching

ijuci-r

Ν. H.

Berlin,

Louis

A

Strich & Zeidler
PIANOS.

Supplies.

good.

heavy
kidney
constantly

1
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STOPPCD FREE
Permnnently Cured bf
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A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Wool

—

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

for Your Home«

é

„

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

bold seal co.,

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
K-tulilMic·' In 1MI. for over n'xty year» It
WKKKLY Tit I lit'Ν Κ, known ami read In
Union.
On Nov. 7,1'.fc'l, It wan elia^ed to the

FOR

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

EVERY
MEMBER
OF

THE

the NKWVoICK
every State In the

Was

a high c'a»», ii|> to.'late,
farmer .■)·! Ills lain! y—

Illustrate·! agricultural weekly, for (lie

SI.OO

PRICE
It for lena.

FARMER'S
FAMILY

How?
own favorite home ncw-|>.i|

a year, l>nt you
!>uy
Itv sul>*crll>liiK through your
THE < » Χ K· »U I » l»KMOCKAT.
lîoth (ut|> r* one year fo" f'i.OO.
Κ A T,
Sen<l your or 1er ami money to ΤΙΙΚ OX KOIU) I>KM<)<
South I'arW, .Maine.
ean

<

Wriid your n<lilr<'*>«
Mu ni |>l«· copy free.
WKW-VOUK TRIBUNE l\4 Κ Ί Eli, Krw

to

l'ork

City.

Carpets
patterns and

clean

VIVIAN
Jeweler and

Chas. F. Ridlon,

HILLS,
Graduate Optician
W.

Lowest Prices in the

Cameras and Photo

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

MAINE.
Tld-U

GOOD MORNING!

Doan's

Kidney Pills,

Do you

λ Modern Medicine for
Bvery Kidney 111.

j

»ulasimilaling tltcFoodandRegi
1s of
tr. çj ihe S loinachs and Dowels

I have a nice oak case organ at Ruinford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

There is one and only one satisfaction
to be derived from a contemplation of
The walking is
railway monopoly.

with which the whites of eggs are at his home."
to
beaten, while the yolks are made into a
son.
Foley's Kidney Curo purifies the
soft custard to serve as sauce.
of
battles
the
out impurities and
blood
by
etraining
The boat of ell Hills are Bkkchak's.
Cures kidtones up the whole system.
FRUIT SPONGE.
the
life
with
F.
A.
ney and bladder troubles.
Ilarry—"What did your papa say
Make a soft custard with one pint of Shurtleff & Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
when you told him my love was like an
burdens
Take
of three eggs.
the
milk
and
yolks
river?" Harriet—"lie said,
impetuous
from the fire and add one-half box of
ills.
of
bridesBlonde
Punished.
'dam it.' "
Promptly
gelatin soaked in one-half cup of cold maid: "The ushers haven't seated your
The
a
and
speck Hint Maria with the family." Other
Diphtheria relieved in twenty minutes. water, one-half cup of sugar,
Dr.
Thomas' of salt. Strain and cool, stirring oc- bridesmaid (sisterto the bride): "No!
Almost miraculous.
back
to
thicken
Eclectrlc Oil. At any drug store.
casionally. When it begins
She sent only a pickle fork!"
urinand
add
one-half
beat thoroughly,
pint
The
A. R. Bass of Morganstown, Ind., had
Wife—"If I had known that you would sifted fruit pulp, and the stiffly beaten
to
refuse to let mamma come and visit us, I whites of the eggs. Or dissolve the » get up ten or twelve times in the I iry disorders—All
and
whon
hot
fruit
the
in
backache
and
and
had severe
should never have married you." "Well, gelatin
pulp,
pains
light
Was cured by Foley's
η the kidneys.
didn't I tell you that I loved you for cold fold in one pint of cream, whipped.
serve cold.
and
A
Co.
in
molds
Pack
F.
A.
Shurtleff
;
Cure.
alone?"
Whipped Sidney
yourself
cream may be added as a garnish.
)rin Stevens, Oxford.
What's the secret of happy, vigorous
PEACH HAVARIAN CREAM.
"Are you sure you can support a
health? Simply keeping the bowels, the
Select six or eight of the best half I amily?" "I only want the girl."
stomach, the liver and kidneys strong
ind active. Burdock Blood Bitters does peaches from a can and put in cups.
Keep your eyes open and be sure that
Rub the remainder of the peach and
it.
Davie' Painkiller
juice through a strainer and make into a vhen you ask for Perry
Mr. T. H. Hughes, of Snxtone River, Vt..
Use
rou get just that and nothing else.
Little boy—"What's all these women jelly, adding a little lemon juice and
mployed by B. F. Locke & Co., says: "My
to cure cramps, diarrhoea [Idneys did not act properly for years, and
t
one
of
promptly
Beat
more
cup
heavy
sugar.
fiere for?" Little girl—"They've been
three
grew on me. For two cr
and combine with a pint of ,nd all other bowel complainte in eum- t gradually troubled
me very much with a
jpstairs to see the baby." Little boy— :ream stiff and
ears they
aer.
the
fill
the
where
In
and
;he
back
cup
across
my
jelly,
'Babies is plenty 'nough." Little girl—
lull, aching pain
feet for auy
out garnish
ay loins. If I stood on my
Mr. Johnson—"Don't you think it am
'Yes, but this is a new one, an' I expect jeaches are. When turned
across
my
the
I
felt
pain
ength of time,
vith whipped cream and cubes of any ( asier to coax a woman dan drive her?"
:hey want to see the latest faehion."
ack more and my legs became numb.
>each jelly remaining, which may be j fr. Jackson—"Dunno; but I fink it am
Vhen the pain In my back got so bad that
if desired.
Use canned £ derned sight safer!"
1 :olored pink
could stand it no longer, I put on plasters,
Sound kidneys are safeguards of life. dierries in the same
nd I used a great many of them, but they
way.
rfuke the kidneys healthy with Foley's
afforded me temporary relief. I also
nly
MEDICINES
HAVE
ΠΙΕΝ OTHER
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
sed medicines of all kinds, but they did
Sidney Cure.
CHAUD-FROID OF CHICKEN.
FAILED
ot reach the cause. I saw Doan's Kidney
( )rin Stevens, Oxford.
Cut cooked chicken in neat pieces, re•Ills advertised, and ao well recommended,
'ake Foley's Kidney Cure. It has cured
hat I was Induced to give them a trial, and
Add two beatall bone.
1
rhen everything else has disappointed.
"So you and Tom were finally married, noving nearly
got them at Andrew's drug store. They
n egg yolks to one cup of white sauce !
Orin Stevens,
ave me Immediate relief. After the treatA. Shurtleff & Co.
*
< ih, Nell?" "7ee, but we're not happy."
till thickened. Mix with one,nd
cook
ment I seldom felt any symptoms of my
'Why, how is that?" "We didn't marry ' lalf cup of seasoned chicken stock in 1 Oxford.
a
ormer trouble·, but when I did I took
soon
« ach other."
ew of Doan's Kidney Pills and it
} rhich one tablespoon of gelatin is disI
so
not
Wigg—"I saw Skinnum light a cigar »ft me. My. rheumatic pains were
s olved.
When cool dip the pieces of
lauevere, and I did not have that tired,
rith a twenty-dollar bill." Wagg—"I'll
Ό CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY * hicken in it. Give another
coating or 7 et it wasn't
uid feeling. I had more energy in doing
receipted."
credit to Doan's
'ake Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
ne of aspic jelly when the first is firm,
ly work and give all the
great deal
J ill druggists refund the money if it s erve on
udney Pill·. They did meIna recommcndleaves.—American
lettuce
COUGH
THE
STOPS
I
feel
and
Justified
f good,
F. W. Grove's signature j [itchen
' iils to oure.
and reliable
Magazine.
3g them to others as a good
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
25c.
η each box.
ledlclne."
Tablets cure
Doan's Kidney Pills (or sale br all drug·
White silk handkerchiefs should bel Laxative Bromo-Quinine
Foittr-Mllbura Co*
The Italians are wise before the act,
no Pay. I Ists; 60 crate par box.
cold
in
No
one
Cure,
day.
water*
and
warm
'ashed in castile soap
J
■ loffalo. Ν. T.
tie Germans in the act, and the French
rioe 25 cents.
Γ
rimed.
a ad afterward thoroughly
a Iter the act.

jelly

AH

Day."
We rail at de worl', but de worl' keeps
on turning lak de Lord toi' it ter, en

Bromo-Quinine

Key to the l'umsler.
No. 198.—Word Hunt: Landseer, animals.
No. 199.—Illustrated Primal Acrostic:
Automobile. 1. Ash cart. 2. Unicorn.
3. Tallyho. 4. Omnibus. 5. Monitor.
6. Ox carL 7. Bicycle. 8. Ice cart. 9.
Landau. 10. Eland.
No. 2U0.—Shakespeare Puzzle: 1. "As
3. "A
2. "Hamlet."
You Like It."
Merchant of Venice." 4. "The Tempest" 5. "All's Well That Ends Well."

Always Bought

stiauit PreparationforAsÀVégefable
ifcpuiuui/iiiv»

One second hand I vers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 8950, worth fcJOO.

W. J.

fruit jelly, or both
together, can be blended with either
whipped cream and still egg whites, or
conversation he, however, incautiously
both. The important point is not to at"•'his signature ii on «very l>ox of the genuine observed: "When I want a good coat.
the
or
the
until
jelly
blending
tempt
ra>ieu
They make them
I go to London.
Laxative
cream is half thickened, in a sort of
Before leaving the shop he
Then the he remedy that curt* u cold In one daj there."
"cold molasses" condition.
texture
inquired, "By the bye, do you attend
sponge will be of uniform
Doctor—"You're looking line to-day!
throughout, otherwise the jelly will You seem to have recovered from all the my church?"
separate from the froth and settle, while after-effects of
"No," was the reply; "when I want
your sickness." Patient
the froth stays on top, and, therefore is
to hear a good sermon. I go to Loudon.
all but your bill."
—"Yes,
at the bottom when the dessert is turned
They make them there."—London Titout of the mold.
A little life may be sacrificed to an Bits.
hour's delay. Cholera infantum, dysenCOFFEE CREAM.
Λ Bitter Hptort.
diarrhwa come suddenly.
Only
"Do you ttiuk." lie asked, "that you
With an egg whip beat one cup of tery,
safe plan is to havo D.\ Fowler's Extract
could learn to love me?"
heavy cream until it begins to thicken, of Wild
Strawberry always on hand.
then gradually beat in a spoonful at a
"I
"I don't know." she answered.
coffee
time of slightly thickened
jelly,
Dentist—"When did your teeth first might, but if I were a man I'd hate
all.
one
in
using
pint
begin to trouble you, sir?" Tbe Victim— to thluk that I was an acquired Uiste."
"When I was about one year old."
—Chicago Keeord-IIerald.
AI'RIOOT SI'OXQE.
Either a

Serene. Secret. Secure. Sea-mew. Sea-

Ν. B.—The prices and terme are aa follows:
No. 1—In Buckram Cloth, the net complete foi
81.00 cash and S3.00 per month. Pnce, H5.00.
No. 2—In Half Morocco. $2.00 cash, and H.uC
per month. Pneu, $60 00.
Να 3-In Sheep. Un color, $3.00 cash, and $5.(X
^
per month. Price, $75.00.
* 10 per cent, deducted from the above prices ii
fill amount la ptul wiuun thirty day· alter ηχ»ιμ
of boota.

pint

la TJm For Over 80 Years.
The Kind Too Have Alway» Bocght

The Kind You Have

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for •300, worth $2"»0.

A Hard Struggle.

Name

We

Make a soft custard with one

j

•od tee that It

For Infants and Children.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7$ octave, almost new
for *18*.

Hives are a terrible torment to the litMake a pint of jelly from dried apriIf you are of a more grateful disposicots, stewed and strained. When lialf tle folks, and to some older ones. Easily
cold beat in the whites of two or three cured. Doan's Ointment never fails. tion than your neighbor, don't take
7. E.
eggs, or one cup of thick cream, whip- Instant relief, permanent cure. At any credit to yourself. It may be that you
No. 203.—Enigmatical Transdeletlon:
ped, or use the white of one egg and drug store, 50 cents.
are older.—Atchison Globe.
I.
to close out odd
it.
tie,
rite,
rivet,
Brevity, verity,
Use any other
one-half cup of cream.
beard,
Puzzle:
Bread,
No. 204.—Letter
"What's the matter with Jones?"
fruit pulp in the same way.
up stock.
bared; bead. bear, bare, bard, read,
"Why?" "He goes along as abstractedly
SNOW PUDDING.
as though he were drunk and were seedear, dare, drab.
This consists of a lemon or orange ing double." "He is. They have twins
It's a hard
No. 205.—Noted Seas: Sea breeise.

colors.

Don't fail

A

A
A
A

213—Divided

FRUIT.

CREAMS.

U. "Measure For Measure."
No. 201.—Equality and Fraternity:
Tom, 7; Dick. 5.
No. 202.—Diamond: 1. S. 2. Bad. 3.
Trunk. 4. Sausage. 5. Beach. 0. Age.

speciEncy-

pages
clopedia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and showing
illustrations of the library in natural

lio. 212.—Honrftlaaa.

explosive ami

OF

Line a mold with jelly by first letting
% layer harden in the bottom, then gently
place a smaller mold on that, and till the
space between the sides with liquid jelly.
When hard fill the centre mold with
warm (not hot) water, and in a minute
or two the mold can be pulled out withColor the reout disturbing the jelly.
mainder of the jelly pink or beat it until
full of bubbles, and mix with any fruit
cut into bits.
Fill the lined mold with
this mixture, and chill.

The upper horizontal of seven, α light
which is very intense; it is produced by
the incandescence of lime in the flame
of oxygen and hydrogen gases. The
The
row of Ave, a certain relative.
The sinrow of three, the conclusion.
gle letter, a consonaut. The row of
three, "a catch word." The row of five,
The row of seven, a
a certain month.
man who attends a cart used for burdens. The vertical central of eeven, a

So.

a°rmnyer J?"y'

CHARTREUSE

division of time.

Encyclopaedia
ThAt Λίβ

,ίη»

fruit.

An

fruit.

I se either lemon or orange jellv and
stiain it into a pitcher. Set a mould in
a pan of crushed ice and salt, pour in a
°f
aud ,ot il ^rden.
Then
KC over't a garnish of differf
ent fruits,
nuts, etc., and pour over a
little more jelly without disturbing the
pattern and let that harden Proceed
thus until the dish is full.

said to make those who ate of It
forget their native country. 2. A vine
which is the subject of a poem by
Charles Dickens. 8. A common flower
of many shades of yellow. 4. A flower
named after a beautiful youth who fell
In love with his own reflection in a
fountain. 5. A common fall wild flower. & A large, coarse herb with yellow
flowers. 7. A botanical word meaning
"having only one leaf." 8. A favorite

1.
2.
S.
4.
5.

ί

JELLY

macei>oi.\e of

Crosswords: 1. A certain fruit which

Builders' Finish !

or

Is to be made like lemon, but a lanrer
proportion of juice is necessary™
orange is less potent than lemon.

was

(hlc*|o.
Also Floor Paint. Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, Jfec.,
I will ftirnl-h ImimRS an.l WINDOWS of any
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints, Size
or Stylo at reasonable prices.
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

ORANGE

botanist.

Ε. W. C il W ill,ΕΚ,

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

Heath &

PERRY DAVIS'

and will not have any substitute, for I
have used it. my lather used it, and there
is no substitute as good.
Sold everywhere. 35c. and 50c. bottles.

LHin't pay tone ν price- wlica your dealer will
furnish you "Sht-uma Interior Kmuncls" ut the

unit'

or

Acrostic.
When the following words have been
rightly guessed, the initial letters will
spell the surname of a famous Swedish
211—Primal

No.

not ask tor a bottle any
tw ice as large. I did ask tor

the8t)ent,rtb

is

picture?

paint.

better than
They work easy, make
are

left over ί
bein«about the same
<»s for
tor the
beverage. Less sutrar of
course, is needed than with the lemon.

May be made from fresh

to Mother·.

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

EASILY EXPLAINED.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
"I may be pessimistic," said the talkain nice condition, for 845
tive man, as he smiled softly to himself, stops,
One second hand I)yer & Hughes, six
"but, nevertheless, I am sincere in my
opinion that the 'honest old farmer' is a octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for 865.
misnomer.
"I make a business of buying wool diOne second hand square piano,· a nice
rect from the farmers every spring, and
one, for 8115, worth $140.
am thus brought in close contact witli
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
them, and my experience has been that
the tiller of the soil is like the great
bulk of humanity—on the outlook to get
the best of you if he can.
BILLOVa BLOCK,
"Last spring an old farmer delivered
to me a load of wool that brought down South Paris.
Malim
the scales to a point that made me susand
I
matters.
investigated
picious,
The weight was easily explained when I
opened the fleeces, for I found a big
cobblestone as large as my two fists in
every one of them.
"
'Come in here,' I said to the old man.
Ί want to show you something.'
He followed me inside, after carefully
selecting a straw to chew on, and I
FOR
pointed without comment to the pile of
Feazed?
rocks that I had discovered.
Not a bit. All he said was:
"
'Darn them fool sheep! They've been
"
rollin' again on that rocky ground!'

POISONING THE SYSTEM.
molds are to be used or
It is through the bowels that the body
Constipation
warm' t,le Propor- is cleansed of impurities.
,nay be increased slightly, keeps the poisons in the system, causbut
be proportionately, ing headache, dullness and melancholia
ncreased to cover the taste of the rela- at first, then unsightly eruptions and
gelatinor Powder to use finally serious illness unless a remedy is
convenient when one applied. DeWitt's Little Early Risers
is twelve
from a ,οηι°η· S«gar prevent this trouble by stimulating the
the acidity liver and promote easy, healthy action
accordinK
These little pills do not
of the
Eart'»en molds of the bowels.
BROTHER DICKEY'S PHILOSOPHY.
esPedally 'or acid act violently but by strengthening tho
One good p'int in Satan's favor is— he
proce8S is «lower. bowels enable them to perform their alius
got de sign out. "Dis is My Busy
•Anu·*"'" own work. Never gripe or distress.

in,,'

HHPOLICYOMBBT
Κ

"vacation DAYS~

cold water, the

mi?> hD

No. 210.—A Picture Pussle.

■J:t Main St., South Pari»,
MhII or'er* l'roniptlv

ArtTfine «ending a sketch and description may
an
qnli kl* uwer' uu our opinion free whether
tenlahte. C>mniunlca.
>n ispr-ba!
imv.-i
Handbook on Patenta
lioiisstrtcttTconlWeiitial.
Μ!Ι11 ti»'<·. o'M. -l mirti' V f..r semirsIlk· patents.
s takft thr .uk-n Muim A Co. receive
I*^r.
tpt 1 il η· ho', without chante, In the

h^rS J, ^ir0nî ,few

Square.
2. A feminine name.

PKSOL

the!

minnteB to tw"
Vacation time is here and the children
There
hours, according to the size of the parti- are fairly living out of doors.
cles. The powdered gelatin maybe dis- could be no healthier place for them.
water' but lt >» You need only to guard against the acsafer to mix it iirst with cold. This cold cidents incidental to moet open air
sarer
io «*·
No remedy equals DeWitt's
sports.
Witch Hazel Salve for quickly stopping
pain or removing danger of serious conHcalds
and
For
cuts.
fluences.
show rather than flavor is the object. If wounds. "I used DeWitt's Witch Ilazel
the article is to stand in a sunshiny Salve for sores, cuts and bruises," says
"It is the
window it must be stiff. For the flavor L. B. Johnson, Swift, Tex.
A best remedy on the market." Sure cure
the less gelatin used the bettor
Beware of
smaller proportion is required to thicken for piles and skin diseases.
counterfeits.
creams, custards, or fruit pulps than
a coffee or fruit jelly.
Soaked gelatin should be dissolved with
Who takes an eel by tho tail and a
fa
woman at her word may say he holds
boiling 1 quid, using no more
quired, then add the remainder of the nothing.
a

No. 20T.—Word

jiaxiji,

p.

Always soak gelatin

taught;
By that we live unto this day.

This préparation contains all of the
distants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
iails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. Is
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose relieves. A diet unnecessary.

Curvj

thaï?lÎ yi,me^U5edby
^latin^r
W
in

whole our brave forefathers bought
Who came from England far away;
Por that they fought; that too they

what you eat.

ai»l ί>«« it.fi»· th· lia
laiuiiaal growth.
a

raratkTanUlated «^«ns

My fourth an adjective applies
To tangled woodland, dark and dim.
Where no path lies before the eyes.
But all Is shadow, black and grim.

In love, not In hate;
In life, not in fate;
In bell, not In chime;
In rest, not in climb;
In trust, not in doubt;
In strong and in stout;
In city, not in town;
Whole is a goddess of renown.

reX
usffi

Înffi'Jy Pwkairo

Is calm and free as summer sea
And stirs and moves a mighty land.

Dyspepsia
Digests

PARKER'S
H AI 3 BALSAM

Cl«ar>

My third, however small it be.
When placed in graceful poet's hand.

Kodol
Cure

··

r

ltcurejc.itirrhanùd.

way

.1 S. CAKDKK, Agent, India Wharf. Boston.
T. M. Baktlktt, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
Portland.
A. H. Ha.nscom, «. P. Λ T. Α.
Calvin AUSTIN, Vice Pree'tAUen'l Manager.
General Offices, StiS Atlantic Ave Boston.

cL"**'"*»

sl.mrfû® j°m>rln
nS

My

Commencing June lKth, I'M.', steamers leate
Kntnklln Wharf. Portland, and India Wharf,
ItvKtou, dally, (SundaysIncluded) at 7.DO p. m.

CATARRH
c.'ean»t's,«
t e d.

DOLLAR.

Kta Count anil Interior
Keaort· of X*w llngUuil.

Nasal

··

ONE

FARE

Additional Sunday Service.

Ico, Coal, Cement, Lime, Ilair, Brick,
Sand, Ac.

»

DIVISION.

PORTLAND

fro7Bn"

eK;,Si«P.

next

··························< )·£»«·<»«··················

COAL!

JL°uj

doth name.
A narrow stream my
Which through south Scotland takes Its
course;
Though short. It came renowned to fame
By legend's strong and magic force.

|

B^echam's Pills ha*« tho lurgrst sal» of any Pr priwtary M·· licine in the world. This has been
achieved w itKout tk« publicdiion of testimoi vils, lu Cl·L·U and 25 cent·, at all drag «tor··,

?

Λ

901-CkMU·.
la days of many a valiant deed
The weary rider would alight
And rest and feed his foaming steed,
And at my first stay through the night
Ho.

EQUAL TO THE EMERGENCY.
It was just after a dinner and the man
who bad been sitting next to thç young
woman with the beautiful arma and neck
thought that he was the most fortunate
individual in the room. He said all the
bright things be could bring to mind, and
was congratulating himself that he was
keeping up his end of the conversation
fairly well, when the young woman began
She
to dieplay signs of nervousness.
gazed around the room as if looking for
an avenue of escape, moved uneasily in
her seat and allowed two or three jokes
to pass her by without making it evident
Astonished
that she recognized them.
ind half alarmed, the man looked at her
Inquiringly, and, meeting his look, she
said: "I am in misery." In misery?"
echoed the man "Yes" she replied.
"I was vaccinated the other day and it
I could almost
has taken beautifully.
scream, it hurts so." The man looked
at the beautiful arms, and seeing no
mark there, said: "Why, where were
you vaccinated?" '-In New York," she
replied, with a smile.—New York Evening Sun.

use a

Quaker Range?
UDnft Greatest Entertainer
lost Fascinating ot all Toys
tttri ara children there «ho·Id alto be

A TOY GRAPHOPHONE
MJtSCKY SONGS

PLAYS BAM)

MUSIC

REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

η» mm cur
164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

50 eta. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

